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All the news that's tit t
.PRETTI YOUNG WOMAN SWALLOWS RELIC OF CIVIL EXPLODES AND
VOLUME XXXV, NO. I6
r •1 MA AR A YEAR Hill K CHRISTIAN COUNTY 
KENTUCKY FRIDAY JANUARY 27 1tlit5
HALF-OUNCE OF CARBOLIC ACID. KILLS A FARMER AT ClARSIIIIE,
Took the Poison As Caller Was Leaving Room.--No Cause
For the Rash Act Is Known.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Miss Maggie Boyd, a pretty young
woman and an employe of the Hop
kinsville Steam lauudry, swallowed
carbolic acid with stVcidal intent last
night at the residence ; of Owen
Wright, an insurance agent, on Third
street where she boards. She is alive,
but the chances are optima her re-
covery.
About 11 o'clock last night,Mr.and
Mar. Wright, who had retired, were
aroused by Ennis Morris knocking at
their door. Young Morris, who had
been willing on Miss Boyd, informed
the family that the girl had taken
poison to kill herself. Mr. Wright
telephoned to Dr. F. P. Thomas who
told him what antidotes to use and
se soon as possible arrived at the
house and administered remedies.
liverything was done to relieve the
young woman's suffering and save
her life, but her condition is critical.
She bad swallowed half an ounce of
• carbolic acid. Morrie stated be knew
no reason for her rash deed, though
0•••••
Charles Ware, of Todd County, the Victim of a Bursting
8hell.--Threw Missile In Fire.
she had told him two weeks before Charles Ware, a farmer who lived
that she had determined to end her near Elkton. in Todd county, was
life. He said that as he was taking killed at Clarksville Tuesday after-
his departure last night she picked
up the bottle of carbolic acid which
was en the mantelpiece and swallow-
ed the contents, falling in intense
agony into a chair where she was
found by Mr. and Mrs. Wright.
She was unable to speak and left
no communication to explain her
deed. Miss Boyd had been board-
ing at Mrs. Wright's for about three was a piece of coal and threw it into
weeks. Her actions had never indi-
cated to the family that she purpos- 
the fire. The missile weighed about
eight pounds and relic of the
ed self-destruction, and yesterday
and' ast night she seemed to be in
the best of spirits. The carbolic acid
was purchased for her by a young
woman employed with her in the
laundry. Miss Boyd is about
twenty-one years old and a daughter
of Mrs. Sam Carr, of Earlington, and
• sister of Mrs. Mary Adams, of
Church Hill. She has been em-
ployed in the laundry two years.
Dogwood Doings.
--
Dogwood, Jan. 24 —Died Jan. 21,
Mr. W. R. Oates, aged 73 years. Mr.
Oates was one of the oldest and most
respected 'citisens of this corn-
unity, and his death will cast a
Worn of sorrow over many lives, for
he was widely known and his friends
Were :igloo. Mr. Oates was twice
married, his last wife having died
only a few months ago. In his home
ha was kind and generous,ever ready
to entertain friends and strangers, he





was a devoted husband and father,
and will be greatly missed by child
rest, stepchildren and grandchildren,
who have been thrown to his sup-
port and under his care. No one was
ever turned from his door unaided
who needed help. He will be greatly
missed at church, having been a
faithful member of the Baptist
church, and was a cheerful giver to
the cause of Christ. While we are
bowed with sorrow and grief occa-
sioned by the death of such a friend,
we can re;oice knowingly that by his
kindness to those around him, and
his devoted Christian life, that while
his body sleeps beneath the snow,
his soul is sweetly sleeping.
Mr. J. G. Yancey is seriously ill
with heart trouble.
Several cases of smallpox were re-
ported last week.
Miss Hanle Clark entered school
at Hopkinsville last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fruit 41alted Mr.
E. M. Barnes' family Saturday and
Sunday.
Mrs. L. B. King visited the family
of her father, Mr. J. J. Barnes, of
Hopkinsville this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis McCord visit-
ed Mr. H. H. Liudsey's family Sun-
day.
Mr. Lucian Walker is attending
school at South Kentucky college.
noon by the explosion of a shell.
Mr. Ware went to Clarksville with
a loacLiof tobacco, which he sold eo
the Kendrick At Runyon loose ware-
house, and after the Hale he sat down
in the office by the fire. He was left
alone but a short time before the ac-
cidetit occurred. It is supposed that
he pleked up the shell, thinking it
was IL
Civil war, having been found at Rig-
ging' Landing, at New Providence,
many years ago. Since then it has
been lying around at various places
and was looked on as a curiosity, no
one thinkiog that it was loaded.
A fragment of the shell struck Mr.
Ware 41 the left temple, fracturing
the skull so that the unfortunate
man's brains oozed out. He lived
about an hour, but never regained
consciousness.
Mr. Witte was well known in Hop-
kinsville where he had many friends.
His father, Nick Ware,dropped dead
about three weeks ago.
HOPICINSIILLE IS NOW IN THE
FIRM GRIP OF THE ICE UK
Coldest Weather In Yuan; Is Being Experienced.—Some
Tales Citizens Tell.—A Little Warmer Thursday.
From Wednesday 's Daily)
The most sudden as well as se-
vere cold snap which has visited
Hopkinsville in two years swept
over the city last night and bolds it
in an icebound grasp today. The
weather prediction bolds out no hope
of an immediate change in the situa-
tion but says that it may get a little
warmer in the extreme west.st n part
of the state tomorrow.
Weather Obeerver W. F. Randle
reports that his thelmometer regis-
tered six degrees as the lowest point
reached last eight. Private ther-
mometers vary considerably from
this, registering all the way from
zero to ten degrees below. Sunday
and Monday and up o noon yester-
day the atmosphere was ,cool and
bracing, but not cold enough to be
unpleasant for outdoor exercise.
About noon yesterday the wind
whipped around to the north and had
been blowing a steady gale from
that point ever since. Almost im-
mediately the mercury began to
drop and this morning the question
with which acquaintances meet each
other was"what did your thermome-
ter register?" The soap question is
a back nuinter at present for it is so
cold many persons report that the
water froze before they had a chance
to use soap tha morning.
AS a general rui3 water pipes all
over town are frozen up and many
reports are out as to the effect of the
extreme cold. One of the most in-
fluential business men of the city re-
ported this morning that he banked
his fire in the heater in his hall and
left it RH usual for the night. This
morning when ne made up his fire
he happened to stick his-anger iu the
receptacle for water on ton of the
stove and there was a nice skim of
ice on top. Others report that at
breakfast water would freeze to the
sides of the glasses so that when it
was finally emptied there would be
a lining of ice covering the entire-in-
side of the glass. Others say that hot
water tanks on their ranges which
were left full of hot water last night
and with fire in the stove were found
with a heavy covering of ice this
morning. These are only a few of
the many results of the cold snap
which have been told on the streets
this morning.
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Laprobes, Leggins, etc. We hay
•
I the largest and best stock of
.Ridirig Saddles-
lever brought to Hopkinsville. hi
• fact we have bought too many._
I If you want something goodcome





Is Consecrated As Bishqp.
(Special to New Era.)
DETROIT, Mich., Jan. 25.—Rev.
Dr. Charles Edward Woodcock was
consecrated today as Episcopal
bishop of the diocese of Kentttcky.
Beautiful and impressive services
were held in St. John's church Which
he served twenty-live years as rector.
The Rt. Rev. Daniel S. Tittle,
bishop of Missouri, and the presiding
bishop of the American cherch,
/Bishop Lewis W. Burton, o the
diocese of Lexington, and B shop
George Franklin Seymour, Or the
diocese of Springfield, Ill., irate 'the
consecrating bishops. The lerillea
was preached by the Rt. Ileir.1,01!011.
M. Beckwitb, bishop of A*ems;
Bishops George Worthington, 414-
breaks, and Thomas Frederick The-
vieslf Michigan, were the proseet.
ters.
Th v. Dr. J. G. MinqienTtle, of
Lot:11sta4e, and the Rev. Dr. Bunks,
of Connecticut, were the &defiant
presbyters.
WE ARE THE LEADERS!
•
++++4-.•-•-•-•-•444-4.44++4-14-1+
Victory is undeniably ours. When we donned the "Big Red Sign" three weeks ago, there was
 an imme-
diate commotion and strife among the leading merchants of Hopkinsville. Tho
se were busy days for painters,
printers, hatchets and hammers were dug up all along the line.
We put on a real sale and the people knowing our methods of doing business made 
it a grand succes0.
We feel it is due to the people of Christian county that we extend to them an e
xpression of gratitude for the con
dence they have shown in us and for their liberal patronage which made 
our sale the largest and most su
ful ever held in 1-lopkinsville. It shall be our constant aim to maintain our stand
ing and reputation in the
mercantile world and among our fellow citizens by a strict adherence to the policies w
hich have establishid
them. Very Sincerely,





Lady Suffered Tortures with Itching
Scalp Humor —One Box of Cuti-
cura Ointment and One Cake of
Cuticura Soap Cured Her.
WILL NEVER BE
WITHOUT CUTICURA
"My scalp was covered with little
pimples and I suffered tortures from
the itching. I was scratching all day
and night, and I could get no rest. Iwashed my head with hot water andCuticura Soap and then applied theCuticura Ointment as a dressing. Onebox of Cuticura Ointment and one cakeof Cuticura Soap cured me. Now myhead is entirely clear and my hair isgrowing splendidly. I have used Cuti-cura Soap ever since, and shall neverbe without it. (signed) Ada C. Smith,309 Grand St., Jersey City, N. J."
CUTICURA GROWS HAIR
Crusted Scalps Cleansed and
Purified by Cuticura Soap
Assisted by light dressings of Cuti-cura, the great skin cure. Thistreatment at once stops failing hair,removes crusts, scales, and dandruff,destroys hair parasites, soothes irri-tated, itching surfaces, stimulates thehair follicles, loosens the scalp skin,supplies the roots with energy andnourishment, and makes the hair growupon a sweet, wholesome, healthyscalp when all else fails.
Complete external and internaltreatment for every humour, frompimples to scrofula, (rem infancy to
Me, consisting of Cuticura Soap,Ointment, and Pills, may now be hadof all druggists for one dollar. Asingle set is often sufficient to curethe most distressing cases.
Oadoetra neweleent, liquid nod In the form of ChocolateOwned Min. Centrum Ointment, aed Cutirure Soap arethronglioet the world. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp.,W Columba. Ave., Boston, Role Yrorielore..=rond er...11r4rint" ti L'7). Every Humour," and
Will Plant Cotton.
The farmers of some sections of
the state are preparing for a cotton
crop this year. The plan is purely
an experiment, as it is not yet known
whether or not cotton can be sue
easefully grown this far north. Thos.
who will plant on the largest scale
are the farmers on the southeastern
portion o! Shelby county, where the
soli is thought to be adapted to it.
Rev. Carlisle P. B.tMartin,
• L.L. D.
Of Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a
morning. when first arising. I often
end a troublesome collection of
phlegm, which produced a cough and
Is very hard to dislodge, Lut s small
quantity of Ballard's Horehound
Syrup will at once dislodge it, and
tbe trouble is over. I know of Ill)
• medicine that is equal to it, and it isso pleasant to take. I can most Cor-dially recommend it to all personaSeeding, a medicine for thrunt orlung trouble." 215e, 60c and $1 Soldiv Ray & Fowler and L L. Elgin.
Preached at Cadiz.
H. D. Smith, of Hopkinsville, will
deliver the annual sermon of the
Christian Woman's Board of Mis-
sions next Lord's day morning in the
Christian church. Bro. Smith is a
fluent, forcible and atti active preach-
er—one that will win your sympathy
and then hold it. You will feel rich-
er by hearing him.—Cadiz Record.
A C rim Tragedy
is daily enacted, in thousands of
homes, as Death claims, in each one,
another victim of Cot.sumption or
Pneumonia. But when Coughs and
Colds are properly treated,tne trage-
dy is averted. F. G. Huntley,
Oaklandon, Ind., writes: "My wife
had the consumption, and three doc-
tors gave her up. Finally she took
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Coughs and Colds, wnich
cured her, and to-day she Is well and
strong." It kills the germs of all
diseases. Oise dose relieves. Guar-
anteed at 60c and $1.00 by L. L. Elgin
and Ray & Fowler, druggists. Trial
bottle free.
WANTED—Coat makers, waist
hand and helpers, call at once at








The ninety-eighth anniversary of
the birth of Gen. Robert E. Lee was
appropriately celebrated yesterday
afternoen in the parlors of Hotel La-
tham by the Christian county chap-
ter of the Daughters of the Coert.td
eracy.
The principal feature of the pro-
gram was an address on Gen. Lee by
Mrs. L. McF. lilakernore, and it was
a worthy and beautiful tribute to the
memory of the great Southern hero.
Mrs. Biakemore in chaste and virile
language told of his noble life and
glorious deeds and dwelt upon his
splendid attributes of character.
If heroic history be the living soul
of a nation's renown, said Mrs.
Blakemore in closing, Lee has al-
ready made it for the South, and in
integrity of life, fidelity to principle
and as a captain without equal he
must stand peerless in the estima-
tion of all Christiedom. A South-
ern statesman thus sums his charac-
ter: A commander without vices, a
foe without hate, a friend without
treachery, a citizen without wrong,
a neighbor without reproach, a
Christian without hypocrisy, a man
without guilt; he was a Caesar with-
out his ambition, a Frederick with-
out his tylany, a Washington with
.ut his reward, gentle as a woman,
modest and pure as a virgin, watch-
ful as Rcman vestal on duty, sub-
missive to law as Socrates and grand
in battle as Achilles. But a greater
English voice has sung his attrib-
utes—and like that King of the
Round Table, Robert E. Lee was
content to say, "I have lived my life
and that which I have done may He
within himself make pure."
The musical program included de-
lightful selections by Miss Annie
McPherson and Miss Mettle Duke.
At the business aessioni, three new
members of the chapter, Miss Fruit,
Miss Jean McKee and Mrs. Howard
Brame, were elected.
The birthday anniversary of Gen.
Robert E. Lee was generally ob-
served throughout the south. At the
celebration in Atlanta Gov. Terrell,
in the course of his remarks, strong-
ly attacked President Roosevelt be-
cause of his published criticisms of
Jefferson Davis.
Greatly in Demand.
Nothing is more In demand than a
medicine which meets modern re-
quiremen.s for a blood and system
cleanser, such as Dr. King's NewLife Pills. They are just what you
need to cure stomach and liver trou-
bles. Try them. At L. L. Elgin and
Ray & Fowler's drug stares, 26c.
WANTED—Lady or geutleman of
fair education to travel for a firm of'
$350,000.00 capital. Salary $1,072.00
per year and expenses, paid weekly.
Address with stamp, J. A. Alexand-
er, Hopkinsville, Ky. wit
Notice to Farmers.
I take this means of notifylag the
public that I have an office with J
T. Edmunds in county building
When wanting fire insurance call on
W K. WARD, agent Continental.vat
DON'T BE HYPNOTISED,
Hoodwinked, hoodooed, or over-persuadedInto accepting a substitute for DoctorPierce's Favorite Prescription with itsrecord of nearly 40 years, embracinghundreds of thousands of cures ofworna peculiar aliments. It's the onlyremedy for woman's ills sold by drug-gists, that Is not full of "booze"—poorwhisky. or bad alcohol.A guarantee of $s000 is offered that"Favorite Prescription " contains no alco-hol, opium or other harmful drug. Keepsin any climate.
"Favorite Prescription" I a powerfulInvigorating tonic, mud imparts strengthto the whole system and to the womband its appendages in particular. Foroverworked. " worn-out." "ridislown." de-bilitated teachers, milliliters, dressmak-ers, seamstresses, "shop-girls," house-keepers, nursing mothers, and feeblewomen generally, Dr. Pierce's FavoritePrescription is the greatest earthly Ism,being unequaled as an appetizing cordialand restorative tonic.
It's an insult to your intelligence for adealer to attenutt to palm off upon youan alcoholic substitute for this world-famed medicine. You know what youwant. It's his business to meet thatwant. When he urges some substitutehe's thinking of the larger profit he'llmake—not of your welfare.





a. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
If out of health, write to old Dr. Pierce.He will send you good, fatherly, profes-sional advice without charge.
These sugar - coated littlePellets are the smallest, theex‘eki. easiest to,take, and the easiestIn the %vial/ they act. No grip-ing, no violence, no disturbance to the vs-tern diet or occupation. They are the Origi-nal uttle Liver Pills, first put up by old fir.R. V. Pierce. over 40 years ago. They havebeen much imitated but never equaled.They come in vials, always fresh and relia-ble: a convenient vest-pocket remedy.
+1, PERSONAL AIX
(Fromi Friday's Daily.)
Mrs. M. J. Underwood returned
last night from Madisonville where
she visited her sister, Mrs. Virginia
Jones.
Abner Johnston, state secretary of
the Kentucky Gideon., spent last







acted at Cuthrie-Mr. Gal-
laher's Opinion.
(From Friday's Daily)
The executive committee of the
Toliacco Growers' Association field a
meeting at Guthrie this week, eigh-
teen or twenty counties being repre-
sented.
Charles P. NVarfield, of Clarke-
ville, was appointed general sales-
man for the association.
Iii a few days the association will
issue prizing contracts over the dark
tobacco district. Each chairman
will keep a copy of each contract he
lesues; one will be held by the prizor
I and one by the association.
1 The committee empowered county
chairmen to sue for injunctions to
restrain the sale and delivery of to-
bacco pledged to the association.
Mr. Callaher Talks.
Mr. Thomas Gallaher, of Belfast,
Ireland, who is one of the greatest
of European tobacco buyers and
manufacturers, who has important
plant in Owensboro, has given it as
his view of the tobacco situation that
the price will be twice as high this
year as last. He bases this conclu-
sion on the old law of supply and de-
mand and does not take into consid-
eration the fact of the farmers' or-
Mr. Luther H. Petree left last night
for Florida.
Mrs. H. M. Frankel returned from
Nashville last night.
Mr. John P. Garnett. of Pembroke,
was in the city yesterday.
Mrs. Hugh Gunn, of Hopkinsville,
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and 
imperfect DigestionMrs. A. H. Cobo.—Clarksville Leaf-
Means less nutrition and in cense-
Chronicle.
quence less vitality. When the liverIfails to secrete bile, the blood be-How's This? comes loaded with bilious properties,We offer one hundred dollars re- , the digestion becomes impaired andward for any case of catarrh that the bowels eoustipated. Heroineca:.not he cured by Hall's Catarrh I will rectify this; it gives tone to the
F. J. CHENEY dc CO., Toledo, 0.1 
stomach, liver a 
ens the appetite, clears and improves
cure. 
nd kidneys, strength-
We, the undersigned, have known the complexion, infuses new lire andF. J. Cheney for the last fifteen vigor to the whole system. 60 centsyears, and believe him perfectly lion- a bottle. Sold by Ray it Fowler and
L. L, Elgin.
Farm.
ganization at all.. He says toe de-
mand has increased and that the
supply Is limited. He also stated
that the previous low prices were due
CO the fact that there had been an
overproduction.
orable iu all business transactions
and finaticially able to carry out any
obligations made by his firm.
Welding, ICinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale druggists,. Toted°, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
aud mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-stipation.
GIVEN LIBERTY
Brodie L. Duke Discharged
From Custody at Brooklyn.
(Special to New Era.) .
NEW YORK, Jan. 20.-Brodie L.
Duke, the half-brother of the Amer-
ican Tobacco company man, who
Mr. John Sherrill, of Bennetts-
town, was here this week prospect-
ing with a view to moving here and
running a truck farm, provided he
lean secure suitable laud for that pur-
pose. Mr. Sherrill has recently
moved back to this country from Cal-
ifornia, where he has been engaged
in gardening for the past five years,
and thinks it can be made a paying
business here. If he decides to come
here and engage in this work, he will
not depend altogether upon the trade
here, but expects to ship a great
many vegetables.—Cadiz Record.
guaranteed. has been kept in a sanitarium after
his marriage to Alice L. Webb, wasMany Mourn Her Loss.
Mrs. Bettie Saville Cunningham
died at the home of tier son, Dr. W.
C. Cunningham, in this city, last
Thursday night of the infirmities of
old age.
Mrs. Cunningham was born in
Trigg county, where clue hail lived all
her life, and would have been ninety
years old the 23rd of next April.
She leaves four children, forty-nine
grandchildren, eighty. nine great-
grandchildren, and six great-great
grand-children. She had seen seven
generations, which can be said by
but few —Cadiz Record.
Blue Island, III., Jar). 14, 1901.
Messrs. Ely Brothers:—I have
used your Cream Balm in my family
for nine years and it has become my
family doctor for colds in the head.
1 use it freely on my children. It is
a Godsend to children.
Yours Respectfully, J Kimball.
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—I sufferedgreatly with °Atari.% and tried dif-
ferent rem-ulies without effect. Aft.
or using one bottle of your Cream
Beim I found relief and I cannot
praise too highly such a remedy.
Miss Cora Willard, Albany, N. Y.
Modell Dyspepsia Curemaws wt yim eat.
timilliamaiammeassis -41miuvioski
I brought into the supreme court in
Brooklyn and discharged from cus-
tody after appearing before Justice
Gaynor. The action was the result
of habeas corpus proceedings brought
by William 'Wernher)), Mr. Duke's
private secretary, who alleged that
Mr. Duke was deprived of his liberty
without his consent and without due
process of law. After a brief argu-
ment, Justice Ciaynor declared that
Duke was not demented, and ordered
that he be given his liberty.
Pleasant and Most Effective
T. J. Chambers, Ed. Vindicator,Liberty, Texas, writes Dec. 26, 1902:"With pleasure e.nd unsolicited by
you, I bear testimony to the curative
power of Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
I have used it in my family and can
cheerfully affirm it is the the most
effective and pleasantest remedy for
coughs and colds I have ever used."
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Unhealthy Kidneys Bake Impure him!
All the Llood In your body pivses throug'/our kidneys onca every three minmes.
The kidnesfs are yo•
. rr- ill114 blood purifiers, they Ii ,
iv. ter out the waste .c .
v ittie4C If they are sick or ci,
impurities in the
' (I 4' it t
:-..1 order, they fail to d
thtlr work./
r' it mPains, achesandrhem l-atism come fro e.
cess of ur1/2 acid in it.- blood, due to neglecteK., Ki n iedyn et rio ut rbol ue b
le causes quick or unstead.'mart h.; t.i, and makes one feel as thoug.hey hd heat: trouble, because the heart .•ver-working in pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.It used to be considered that only urinal,:troubles were to be traced to the kidneysbut now modem science proves that nearl.all constitutional diseases have ',heir beginling in Lidney trouble.
if you are st± rtoi ,-.a make no mistakeby first doctoring ii;or kidneys Tii, mileand the extraordinary effect oc ,Dr. K:imer't,Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy iiscion realized. It stands the highest for it:wonderful cures of the most distressing case
arid is sold on its merlta
by all druggist.; In fifty-
dent and one-dollar siz-
es. You may have a
sample bottle by mall Home of Eireemo-Ronafres, also pamphlet telling you how to find
oat if you have kidney or bladder trouble
Mention this paper when writing r'.1.r. Klima)
as Ca.d., Binghamton. N. Y.
Don't make any mistake, but TOmember the name Swamp-Root, DrKilmer's Swamp-itoo. ,t and the ad-dress, Binghampton, N. Y., on every
bottle.
WfAr ffOSTOR
Rifle nd Pistol Cartridges.
The proof the pudding is the eating; the proof ofthe cartridge is its shooting. The great popularityattained by ',Winchester rifle and pistol cartridgesduring a period of over 30 years is the best proof oftheir shootirig qualities. They always give satisfac-tion. Winchester .22 caliber cartridges loaded withSmokeless powder have the celebrated Winches-ter Greaselehs Bullets, which make them cleaner tohandle than any cartridges of this caliber made.
ALL SUCCIfSSFUL SPORTSMEN USE THEM.
If You
Want cods
PURE SEEDS GOOD SEEDS
ALL KINDS OF SEEDS
Come to olur Place to Get Them.
ire
Good Wire Stout Wire Barbed Wire
Woven Wire Poultry Wire
Now is the time to
Hardware, Paints, Oi
be convinced of the f
buy it. We carry all kinds of
8, Varnishes, etc. Try us and















WITH the largest combined capital and surplus of any bankIii Christian oonnty, We are prepared to offer our custo•mere every facility in the conduct of their burness, andprompt, courteous treatment in every detail.
áWW WiliWWWWW1M
KEEP ARM!
C01113INED NECK and EAR MUFFLER
Protects the neck, earl and face. Warm, durableand neat. Makes zero weath pleasant. A sure preven-tative for coughs colds, pneumonia and consumption.
GUNS! GUNS! GUNS!
We have the largest Bee of guns of anyone in thecity—double and single barrel—also rifins. Ali drum-mers' samples which we Sae selling below cost and lessthan what other merchant.* would have to pay the job-bers for the same gun. Call and see the guns and getprioes.
We carry a full line of Hunting Coats, HuntingMeet)), Hunting Shoes ( was., r roof) Leggin», Gun Owes,in fact every thing a huntti eeeds.
Gun Repairing a Specialty.




House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
yers Pills thisA e rs over P
Ayer's Pills. Ayer's Pills.
The best laxative.
ilalsn.d Keep saagyai inog
•




t REPORTS ON TOBACCO SITUATION,
c of the Planters' Protective Association Conti-ressdently Predicted By Prominent Members of the Or-
. ganization.--C. P. Warfield's Address.
(From Monday's Daily
!large crowd of representative
of Christian county met at
eonit'bouse this afternoon and
a number of interesting
bet In the interest of the Plant-
Protective Association.
The meeting had been called for
en O'ClOOk and at that hour many
had gathered. C'. E. Barker,
Pembroke, a member of the execu-
• committee, stated that District
irman Felix Ewing was ill at his
• and unable to be present, and
anti Chairman W. W. Radford
prevented from attending by
nese in his family. At Mr. Bark.
'a suggestion the ineetingladjouru-
until one o'olook. This afternoon
.1r. Barker millet the meeting to or-
and in a brief talk spoke most
uragingly of the movement to
We reasonable prices for tobacco.
• inttoduced first Robert F. Rives.
r, Hires said he was not a speaker,
t that be rejoiced at an •opportun-
gy to express his hearty sympathy
with the plans and purposes of lhe
ellesseletion. He told of the methods
tita trust In keeping down prices
staid that undoubtedly sari farm.
who lipid his tobaaco outside the
organization Was hurting hiwelf as
well as workinwagainet the interests
of the planters generally. l'he next
speaker was C. P. Wartield.
of,Clarksville, ,Tennessee, who was
recently elected salesman of the
association. He made a strung and
sensible address showing the prog:
roes made by the association and pre
dieting the success of the movement.
He pointed out that the farmers
would be in a position through the
organization to tlx the price of their
product. Already the association hag
succeeded, he stated, in advancing
the price of tobacco at least $2.00 a
hundred.He spoke of the plane of the
organization and said that the details
would all adjust themselves without
difficulty. Mr. Warfleld said that in
Montgomery county 8,5000,(XX) pounds
of tobacco were pledged to the asso-
ciation and that no price would
tempt any owner to sell it outside of
the organization. He told of the gen•
eral interest which was being mani-
fested in the movement and how all
classes of citizens and business men
approved of it and were ready tof ad
the farmers.
M. C. Forbes and other citizens
will address the meeting.
TICE TO FARMERS
Saturday. Jan. 28, 1906 there
III be a meeting of the delegates of
loosl unions of the American So-
ot Equity of Christian county
ait Hopkinsville for the purpose of or-
ing a county union. All
whirs as well as delegates are re-
to be present as there will be




the "Terry Coal & Coke Co."
ity of 1,000 acres joining the
copies Coal Co's lands at Empire,
this county, they have three dls-
Suet veins of coal, viz, the "Wool-
dridge," "Empire" and "Terry," all
of which can be worked In many
plasm on the property by slope
Moines. The company already has
three mines opened on the property.
A railroad spur track is being sur-
veyed and preparations being made
to do P large business this year. It
is estimated that toe wagon trade
alone WPI haul from these mines
each year over half millioa bushels
of coal.
For $10 cash any stock holder in
the company can buy at the mines
the same amount of coal that will
now <Met him ;28.67 at any station in
the cos,pty.
Thi fault haring become known
people have already applied to
the direct-ill for stock in the com-
pany, and request that the books of
the company be opened especially to
the consumers of coal in Christian
county, wno may desire to take stock
and boy their coal at the mines in
the future or have it shipped to their
station in car load lots over the L.
& N. railroad.
To this request the company has
responded and for a short time only
Invites every consumer of coal in the
sounty to join in the enterprise and
co-operate with the company by
taking a small block of stock, and
plasIng their orders ahead for all the
coal they may need during the, year.
The stock Is off )red to the people at
pries that will not only pay fine
dividends, but insure to them their
oeal at less than one half the money
it now costa at other places. Every
consumer of coal in the county is In-
vited to call at the office of the com-
pany, room No. 7,0dd Fellows build-
ing, Hepkinsville, Ky., for • full re-
'Ion of the property and their offer
to the people. d&wIt
1163110Enaliretit
as sough sad lassloloads
4, PERSONAL do%
(From Monday's Daily.)
J. M. Walton, of Paducah, is in
the city.
Miss Bell Lander, of Hopkineville,
returned home yesterday after a
pleasant visit to Prof. and Mrs. W.
H. Overby on First street.—Hender-
son Gleaner.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Trice, Miss
Annie Trice, Mies Anna Virginia
Trice, Walter Trice,Miss Tony Ware,
Mrs. James H. Anderson, Miss Mar-
garet Anderson and Samuel Waller
Anderson left last night fir Tampa,
Florida. Some of the party will spend
the remainder of the winter in Flori-
da.
Mr. Andy Lovvo has returned from
Hopkineville, where he went to work
but decided to return.—Padul tub Reg-
ister.
W. B. Kennedy, of Paducah, spent
Sunday nere with his family.
S. W. Anderson, of Owensboro, is
in the city visiting his son, James
H. Anderson.
Porter Chamber:4, of Chicago,
visited relatives here yesterday and
today.
Fletcher Campbell, of Evansville,
Ind., is in the city.
Harry M. Bryan, of Louisville, is
in the city.
CUT OFF HIS HEAD
And Dug Out Heart With a
Knife.
(Special to New Era.)
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., .Ian. 23
—One of the bloodiest and most sen-
sational killings on record was com-
mitted at an early hour Sunday
morning when John Gosset, a packer,
killed John Deaner, another wicker,
at the army post. Saturday night
Oosset missed his daughter, and sus-
pecting Doaner, went to the latter's
house, where he found her. With a
large knife he began slashing Deaner,
severing his head from his body, cut-
ting out his heart and inflicting
twenty-five other wounCe. Oosset
was turned over to the civil authori-
ties for trial.
Dividend No. 4.
At a meeting of the board of direc-
ore of the Plauters Hardware Co., a
dividend of four per cent (4%) was
declared out of the net-earnings for
the six months ending Jan. I, 1906,
and payable at the offioe of said
company. ^C. S. JACKSON,
clit4twk2t Sec. & Treas.
THIRTEEN WIVES
HAS JOHANN HOCH IN
TEN YEARS.
Probably Had Many More.--
Seems to be a Modern
Bluebeard.
(Special to New Era.)
CHICAGO, Ill , Jan. 24.—Johann
Hoch has disappeared from Chicago.
and the police are in pesseseion of
facts showing that he had not less
than thirteen wives in ten years. It
is believf d that it has been discover-
ed where he lived with seven others,
end the existence of still more issue
pected A number of them died
4:10rtly after their marriage to Hoch,
and besides charges of bigamy and
3wInciling, it Is believed that direct
Jharges of murder can be preferred
qrainst him.
The police believe HOCh Was the
janitor and chemist at Holmes "cas-
tle," where so many women and
girls were murdered and destroyed
in quicklime during the Wcrld's Fair
in Chicago. Holmes was afterward
oanged in Philadelphia, with a rec-
ord of perhaps fifteen murders
against him.
A grain of sand in the eye can
cause excruciating agony. A grain
of pepper in place of a grain of sand
intensifies the torment. The pain is
not confined to the organs affected.
['he whole body feels the shock of
that little irritating particle. It is 60
when thee is any derangement or
disorder of the delicate womanly or-
gans. The disorder may Been) trivial
but the whole body feels it. The ner-
vous system is disordered. Thera are
fretfulness, irritability, sullenness
and depression of spirits. The goner
al health of woman depends on the
local health of the organs peculiarly
feminine. Remove the drains, ulcer-
ations, bearing down pains, and oth-
er afflictions of woman,and the whole
body feels the benefit. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription is a specific for
the diseases that undern,ine the
strength of women. It is free from
opium, cocaine and other narcotics,
poisois which enter into many other
preparations for woman's use. It




W. H. POOL HELD BY
JUDCE FOWLER.
Suit Against Illinois Central
Flied By Leave!! &
Tribble.
At the examining trial of NV. H.
Pool, of Patitiealt, before Judge Fovv-
ler, ioo this city, defendant was held
over the circuit emit t on a charge of
disposing of mortgaged property
with fraudulent ;intent. 11 gaN e
bond in the sum of t250 for his ap-
pearanct,.
The firm of Leaven & Tribble, corn,
posed of Richard 'Atwell and A. S.
Tribble, has filed suit for $126 dam-
ages against the Illinois Central
Railroad company. In ths petition
it is stated that on Nov. 22, 1908, the
plaintiffs shipped a car load of cat-
tle from Louisville to Gracey via
the defendant company's lines. They
charge that on account of the negli-
gence of the employes of the railroad
the car was in transit forty-two
honrs, during which time the cattle
were neither fed, watered, nor
given any attention whatever, caus-
ing them to lose 2,380 pounds in
weight.
They further allege that two) cattle
were badly injured and bruised dur-
ing the trip. The plaintiffs pray for
$100 damages for the loss in weight
and 06 damages to the injured cat-
tle.
New Livery Stable.
All rigs are entirely new and up-to-
date.
te1ephoue,1 Cumberland  680
" Home 1640
C. 13. Layne & Co.
East Ninth St.
C•NSTIPA I LOSE ITS ORI -N upon you he moment you
410 n taking the celebratedDR. CARLSTEDT'S GERMAIN, LIVER POWDER. All storruich disorders cured bythis greatest of all constitutional remedies. Ask your druggist—if he tutim't it we will send it to you1 prepaid. $1 per bottle.bTrial size, 23c. Address, at once, AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO., Manufacturing CenMt., Evansvae, Ind.
HANNA MEMORIAL
CHAIR IN UNIVERSITY TO
BE ENDOWED.




Prominent Republicans in the city !
have received letters regarding the
endowment of the chair of Political
Science in the Western Reserve uni-
versity, of Cleveland, Ohio, in mem.
cry of the late Senator Mark Hanna.
An appeal is made to the friends
and admirers of Senator Hanna to
contribute to this fund. The 'sum of
$545,767 has been raised toward the
monument to be erected to President
McKinley at Canton.- The amount
desired is $600,000
AT HANKENT.
ERA N K FO R P, Ky., Jan. 24.—The
house teday passed a resolution de-
claring the present site inadequate
for the new capitol. The senate con-
sumed the day in the discussion of
the George bill, which provides for
the selection of a capitol site by the
commission. A mistake by the clerk
In adding and announcing the vote
on two motions prevented the defeat
of the George bill in the senate yes-
terday. The opponents of the Hunt
site were in u majority of one on roll-
call, but the clerk announced a tie,
which was broken by the vote of
Lieut. Gov. Thorne.
Governor Beckham yesterday re-
plied at length to Senator Black-
burn's recent card. The senator in an
Interview later in the day said he
had nothing ,tarther to add to his
statement already made. He com-




Winter Food and Living Strain Di-
gestive Organs. Use Mi-o-na
ancli,be Well.
The hearty food and overeating, so
common in winter, strain the stom-
ach and digestive organs so that by
this time the average person is out of
health. It may be a simple head-
ache, possibly 'sleeplessness, or a
general tired, weak feeling, but the
chances are that the stomach le weak
ftlICi can not properly take care of
the food, and as a result there is
heartburn, indigestion, lack of ener-
gy awl on general fagged out state.
The stomach needs health and
strength. The various aches arid
pains that you have are the stomach's
cry for help and its warning that it
has breu overworked.
Give it strength by taking a Mi-o-
DA tablet before each meal, and it
will soon do its work 60 promptly
anti naturally that you will not real-
ize you have a stomach. There will
be no acidity, no flatulency, no grip-
ing about the heart, no unpleasant
gases, no furred [tongue, no inflam-
mation of the mucous membrane.
A 50c box) of Mi-o-na will bring
bouyancy of spirit in place of lassi-
tude and despondency. It will help
the overtaxed stomach to start fairly
on the road to health. It will give
the sleep so necessary to brain and
nerve centers.
Ask L. L. Elgin, one of the most
reliable druggists in this section, to
show you the strong guarantee under
which he sells Mi-o-na. Use Mi-o•na
and you ran soon eat what you want
and all you want, for it will strength-
en the weakest condition of your
stomach and re-establish good diges-
tion. 12 28
Special Venire.
Sheriff Grasty, of Trigg county,
has summoned a special venire of
seventy-five men of Christian coun-
ty from which to select a jury in the
Johnstone murder case, which will




W. P Winfree T. S. Knight.
Willfree & Knight
RE 4 L ESTATE.
The season of the year when people want to buy real estate is at handi....1 we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnishprospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to themCome to see us if 3 nu want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
A splendid farm of 136 acres in the best section of Southern Kentucky.Has anew house, good barn, stable, two cabins, nice orchard, well wateredand well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at once.
414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike, one milefrom two railroad station, L & N and T C. Susceptible of division into 3tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant housesstables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. Comeand see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of 165 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is wellfenced, has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two largenew tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cilsterns, plenty of stockwater, new smoke house and other outbuilding, and about 20 acre, goodtimber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
Mui property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 3 dwellings, one store house y/Ithgood trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mallThe mill is in a fine agricultural section with a god local custom. Capaci-ty of 60 barrels of flour rer day. Thoroughly equi ped short system rollermill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other mill within fouromiles. Aplend id chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
seAinrIgic'e farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in tin,bhr good 6 room dwelling,outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within Smiles of IHopkineville, fine truckfarni.A fine
productive farm of 136 acres in one or the best neighborhoodsin Christian county, about five miles from Hopkiiisville and quarter mileof railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn andlarge stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orhhard and about 20 acresin timber; balance in fine state of cultivation. ,
A splendid farm of 300 acres in one of the b et sections of SouthernKe.itucky; fine red May foundation. It has on it good comfortable dwel-ling house, cistern, ice house, 8 cabins for hands, tobacco barns with cap-acity for 40 acres tot-race°, flue young orchard; in One mile of depot on onerailroad and 3 miles from depot on another. Good SCI,0016 and churchesconvenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
A tine farm of 400 acres within one
trifle of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five
acres in tine timber. This farm is
well fenced with hedge and wire and
divided into five shifts, on each of
which is plenty of never failing water.
This is one of the finest farms in the
best farming section of Kentucky,
well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
and all kinds of grasses. ['here is
uo better stock farm in the county.
improvements first class and in per-
fect repair, fine two-story frame
dwelling with -hie rooms, veranda
In front and porches in rear, four
frame tenant hi uses, two large new
tobacco barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
large stables, cow houses, tool house,
carriage and ice house, two large cis-
terns, in fact an ideal farm with
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
of house. One of the most desirable
farms in the state, in one of the best
neighborhoods, convenient to schools
churches and good market. The
land In first-clasp condition. Will
be sold on easy terms to suit pur-
chaser.
612 acres In tract, 4(10 acres in culti-
vation, ground lies very level and is
is very rich soil.
Produced last year 75 bu. corn per
are, 24 hu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
There are 225 acres of this farm in
red clover.
This place has a fine 10 room reel-
dance, large bares, good pond, 7 good
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
negro labor, is well fenced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgom-
ery Comity, Tenn., 7 miles north of
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest
station.
This place can be bought for only
$46.00 per acre, $10,000.00 wish and
balance on very easy terms, with 8
per cent. interest.
Trice farm or 142 acres within
B miles of Hopkinsville, on good pub.
lie road. Good dwelling, totems
barn, stable, outbuildings scid plenty
of timber and water. Desirable place
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
front by 268 feet deep Howse with
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
cistern, stable and all necessary out-
buildings. All in excellent repair.
Price and terms reasonable.
60 acres of fine land 1% miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
spring and barn, fenced and has 20
acres of timber. Very desirable
proper ty.
Good farm of 180 acres, 2 miles
from Bennetstown Ky. Good house
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame sta-
ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches
and on good road.
Cue of the most desirable resi-
dences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
88 feet front by 288 feet deep. House
with beautiful shade and fruit trees
good cistern and all necessary Jut-
buildings. All in excellent repair
Price and terms reasonable.
Good residence on corner of Main
and 1st streets, fronting 80 feet on
Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
rr oms, good cistern, stable and tie •
cessary out-buildings- For sale.
Two good residence lots on Main
St. in Ho pkinsville, well located.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for sale at a low brice
I Nice new cottage on South Virginiastreet. Has six rooms and bathroom, good, cistern arm stable. Lot
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet'' to a 18 foot nlley. ;Ellis place will be
sold on reasonable terms.
I The S. T. Pox farm of 612 acres,
I situated on the 'filler. Mill road
' about seven miles Southwsst of Hop-
! kinville, large two story dwelling
and all necessary farm buildings,
good fences, orchard and plenty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and lohated in one of the beet
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
Elegant 1dt 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, cistern outbuildings,!shade
and fruit tries, Price $1,400.
1 An elegant farm of 116 acres of
, land, on godd public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, onvenient to postoffice,
schools and Ichurchet, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall,oneilargeitobacco barn,good
stables and how house, buggy house,
2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
j house, new wire fence, nice young
'orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
I strawberries ,plenty of water, very,
, desirable, will be sold cheap and on
easy terms.




of desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly timbered,; 10 miles from Howell,
I Ky. price $71:10 per acre.
I Fine farm of 282 acres in neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
1,  ‘rybargain,e  fi,
esirable suburban residence
; house two stories, 8 rooms, new and
' in good re mit., about 7 acres of land,
juist outside the city limits on one of
the best etreet.
A nice relsidence at Casky, Ky.
lot of 10 acrkis, six room cottage and
two room office irt yard; googl
servants houee, large good ice house,
large stable end carriage house and
all neeessarY out buildings; spienaZd
shade and frluit trees, never failing
well, good ci tern; convenient to de-
pot, school a
opkinsvill with go pike nearly
!d church; 6 miles from
:I
od IsI 
the whole dietanee. Splendid locat-
ion for a doctor.
; Valuable li tore room on Main
:street. One f the best business loca
tione in the ity.
, Nice cottaite on corner of Brown
arid Broad eets, 7 rooms, good out-
! buildings, ci tern, etc. Cheap and
on reasoiiabl terms.
i Residence, 6 rooms, stable *carri-
age house an4i all necessary outbuild-
; lugs good ci ern and orchard. Two
' acres of land adjoining South Ken-
tucky Colleg , $1,600. Will sell this
place at low price end on easy terms
I Farm of 46 acres or fine land in y4
' mile of mill, post office and church.
Splendid hot4ce of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cab Ins for hands, 3 large
I tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber
good orchard. Farm in good condi-
tion and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
1 Large two'-story house and two
acres of ground fronting on Vim.
street and ruining back to the river
THAT FRAGRANT CIGAR
That Smells and Tastes So Good is the
PICCADILLY 51c Cigar
Not So Big But So Gook.
'I ARCHIE HIGGINS, Mfr.








Snows of Russia's Capital Crimsoned With Blood and Pas-
sion of Strikers Turn Men and Women Into Beasts.
• THE EMPEROR ANSWERS
PRAYERS WITH BULLETS
GENERALLY FEARED THAT REVOLUTION WILL BE
INAUGURATED, FOLLOWING SUNDAY'S
FRIGHTFUL SCENES OF VIOLENCE.
(Cablegram) I but the emperor's advisers alreadyST. PETERSBURG, Jan. 28.-e-The had taken a decision to show a firmcity is in an uproar, annd it is stated and resolute front, and the emperor'son high authority that the emperor answer to 100,000 workmen trying tomay declare a state of Beige totuor- maze their way to the palace squarerow. Was a solid array of troops who metThe morning passed quietly, but them with rifle, bayonet and sabre.this afternoon the troops resumed The priest Gopon, the leader andfiring on crowds of strikers and their idol of the men, in his golden vest-friends who had congregated on minas, holding aloft the cross andNevsky Prospect, and the strikers marching at the head of thousandsare now in an open state of insurreo- of workmen through the Nerve gate,don, miraculously escaped a volley whichSunday was a day of unspeakable
horror in St. Petersburg. The strik-
ers, goaded to desperation by a day
of violence, fury and bloodshed, are
killed or wounded here at the Mes-h' a state of open insurrection against
laid low half a hundred persons.
ESTIMATES OF KILLED.
The figures of the total number
the government. A condition almost cow gate, at various bridges and la-
lands, and at the Winter Palace vary.
Is
bordering on civil war exists In the
terror stricken Russian capital. The The best estimate is 500, although
TEE CZAR OF RUSSIA AND HIS FAMILY.
city is under martial law, with
Prince Vasilohikoff lo charge as com-
mander of over 50,000 of the emper-
or's crack guards. Troops are biv-
ouacking in the streets and at vari-
ous place*. On the island of Vassii-
lostrav and in the industrial section!,
Infuriated men have thrown up bar-
ricades which they are holding. The
empress dowager has hastily sought
safety at Tsarskoe-Selo, where Em-
peror Nicholas is living.
RESOLUTE FRONT.
Minister Sviatopolk-Mirsky pre-sented to his majesty Saturday nightthe invitation of the workmen to ap-
pear at the Winter Palace Sunday
afternoon and receive their petition,
- Smoke Garry
Owen Cigar!
If you like it, tell your
neighbor. If you don't like




there are exaggerated figures placing
the number as high as 5,000. Many
men were accompanied by their
wives and children. The troops, with
the exception of a [angle regiment,
Which is reported to have thrown
down its arms, remained loyal and
obeyed orders. But the blood which
crimsoned the snow has fired the




and turned women as well as men in-
to wild beasts, and the cry of the in-
furiated populace is for vengeance.
The sympathy of the middle
classes is with the workmen.
If Father Gopon, the master mind
of the movement, aimed at open rev-
olution, he managed the affair like a
genius to break the faith of the peo-
ple in the "Little Father," who they
were convinced and whom }ratio r
PRINCE MIRSKY,
Who Presented the Petition.
Gopon had taught them to believe
would right their wr6egs and re-
dress their grievances. Gorky, the
Russian novelist, expresses the
opinion that the work will break
this faith of the people in the Em-
peror. He said Dust evenin3 to the
Associated Press:
"Today inaugurated revolution in
Rusaia. The emperot le prestige will
be irrevocably shattered by the
shedding of innocent blood. He has
alienated himself for iver from his
people. Gopon taught thu workmen
to believe that an appeal direct to
the 'Little Father' would be heeded.
They have been undeceived.
MORE BLOOD WILL FOLLOW
"Gopon is now convinced
peaceful means have failed and
the only remedy is force. The





follow. It is now the people against
the oppressere, and the battle will b,
fought to the bitter end."
It is believed that 1,500 people
have been killed or wounded in the
rioting, but all estimates must
for the present be accepted with cau-
tion. Popular rumors say that many
thousende have fallen.
The city is now quiet. Troops are
bivouacked around campfires here
and there in the streets.
At the Neva gate the troops fired
on a crowd led by Father Gopon and
Father Sergius, the priests carrying
a mess and ikon and a portrait of
Emperor Nicholas, Father Sergiue
was killed and the portrait was
smashed.
Notice.
All persons holding claims against
the estate of Jest ie Means, deceased,
will file them with toe or Frank
Rives, attorney, properly proven ac-
cording to law on or before the first
day of March, 1905. L. I. Nichols,
administrator. w4t
It Will Surprise You-Try It.
It is the medicine above all others
for catarrh and is worth its weight
in gold. Ely's Cream Balm does all
that is claimed for it.-B. W. Sperry,
Hartford, Conn.
My son was afflicted with catarrh.
He used Ely's Cream Balm and the
disagreeable catarrh all left him.-
J. C. Olmstead, Arcola, Ill.
Toe Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 60
watts or mailed by Ely Brothers. 56
Warren street, New York.
leetstilinsiffainetesa"ellesesesisiall. • ':.-• .•
;!•-r-ie7.






$812,270: corresponding week of It
For second week of January, 1905, LIKE cilicAgo Hill
year, $715,810; decrease •$8,040.
Total for two weeks of January,
1905, $1420,835; correspo iding periodTENNE8-
of last year, $1,810,885; I crease, $80,-
. 460.
I July 10, to latest datis this year,
$21588241; corresponding heried ofof
last year, 820.818,690; increase, $769,-
551. i
, Figures beginning Jau ary 1, 1905,
I include Atlanta, Knoxv Ile &North-
! ern Railway, 248 miles, and Knox-After Feb. 1 the Tennessee Central • via'', LaFollette & Jelli Railroad,rearms(' will be known as "The 84 miles, not previously operated byNashville Route." ' the Louisville & Nashvil e Railroad.A circular 'mooed by Traffic Man-
ager E. H. Hinton makes this an-1 Sickening Shivering Fitsnouncement. The Tennessee Cen- of Ague and Malaria, canibe relieved
"The Harriman Route. 
pedal 
has heretofore been known as and cured with Electito Bitters.This is a pure, tonic most, ine; of es-! cia benefit in malaria,i for it ex-erts a true curative Mine 3e on theit
I. C. :Dividend-Earnings
the L. & N.- Railroad
Matters.
4
IN ORMIN, BUY NOT 84
EXTENSIVI
(From Monday'a Daily)
John Thompson, living at the eciii•
tier of Campbell and Tenth streets%
narrowly missed losing his stable by
fire this morning as the result of a
cow's kicking over a lantern.
Thompson went out to ̀milk tbe alilol,;.,
1
about 6 o'clock and as it was still
dark he carried a lighted lantern .
with him which he set !down nearby.'1
In some manner the now Wean)* Ire-
Mated and kicked, her hoof striking '
the lantern and knocking It over ,
and setting fire to the stable. The -'4-The setni-ent,ual dividend to be
system. It is much to b preferred call vet.), promptly and extiogniebedf• u
disease, driving it entirel out of the fire department responded to Misr •declared next week by the Illinois to Quinine, having note of this the blaze before it had done say 141-!,-4
drug's had after- effecte. E. S. m U 11 -
Central will mark the one-hundredth
day, of Henrietta, Tex a.. writes rims damage. Tbe loss is covered by 1.:
dividend on thin stock. For fifty "My brother was veryyears the rate has averaged 6)2 per 
itiCstodlr tl 
f.




The comparative statement of es- Dr. Edwards, specietitnated gross earnings of the Louis- ear, nose and throat. Toville & Nashville Railroad, issued for glasses. Phoenix BJan. 19, shows a decrease over the Main St., Hopkinsville
ileodilwitganwyvietade  va insurance.* Early moor. ;
Tles famous little pilaw
e till he!





Anr! other raw furs at extremely MOprices. Address
ntrt r. Early Risars International Fur Merchant,
increase for the first two weeks of




We have the largest and best assorted stock ofHarness in this part of the state, both




And, in fact, all kinds of
Harness.
We can furnish you just what you want fromvi our enormous stock, from the clieapest to the fin-
est goods on the market.
We are making the prices, others have to meethem in order to do business.
Call and see us.
;Forks Manufg. Co.uvownwpwww0AWFIWPARWPARANN
milmmaisews.
it Doesn't Scare Folks
to be told the truth about
Lion Coffee
The scare-crow coffees are those
that hide undera glazing of factory
eggs, glue and such stuff.
Linn Coffee is pure, wholesome,
unglazed, rich in flavor and uniformin strength. The air-tight, sealedpackage insures cleanliness, fresh.Dies and uniformity.
The following circular letter has
been sent out by E. L. Davenport,
 • president of the 
American Tobacco
Growers' association, a branch of the
American Society of Equity:
"I heartily approve and concur
with the National Union of the
American Society of Equity in the
calling of county conveutions in and
for the following counties at the
places and dates indicated.
"Daviess Co., at Panther, Jan. 21;
Graves county at Farming, Jan. 28;
Hancock Co., at Hawesville, Jan. 28;
Henderson Co., at Corydon, Jan. 28; about twenty miles in length and
MarehallCo., at Benton, Jan. 21 ; Ma_ serving practically nine hundred
RURAL FREE DELIVERY
IN _CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
-++++++4444444+44 +44+444444 • ++++++++++++4-•+++++ +++
Another rural route has been
'ranted for Christian county and
Circular Letter is Issued By will be established on Feb. 15. This
President Of The Organ- route will go out Caskey and will go
across in an ettiterly direction to the
' Butler road, covering a distance of
twenty-one miles, and serving one
hundred families. Examinations
are now being held to determine who
shall ha the carrier.
A rural route out of Crofton has
been in operation now since
January 16. This route is in
a section of the county hitherto un-
visited by the free delievery system.
This route is nineteen miles long and
serves four hundred and fifty-two
persons.
Two routes went into operation
January let. out of Kennedy. Both
of these routes are large, each being
Lean Co., at Sacremento, Jan, 21; persons.
Meade Co., at Gaston, Jan. 25; Mub-1 Howell nas had a rural route sinceWhen the Teeth 
lenberg]Co , at Depoy, Jan. 26; Ohio last July, which has proven very
'Co., oat Palo, Jan. 27; Todd Co., at Ppular with the people served
goetwhen ,It becomes necessary for Elkton, Jan. 21; Union Co., at Box_ thereby and is in a very flourishing
g, bo sapPly the defirdencles of na- ville, Jan. 28; Webster Co., at Dixon, / condition.
Ow• e Out
, come to this office. e make
Tull Sete of Teeth Jan. 
21
.
on rubber plates for $5 00. They are "In the above counties, county un-
perfeet in every particular. They fit tors will be organized unless same
ati well that the wearers soon forget
have already been organized. Otherthat they have artificial teeth. They
are natural in appearance and do all matters of local and national impor-
that natural teeth will do. . the carriera being allowed to deliverI tance will receive attention. This isNo charge for examination. Teeth mail to any patron who will provideextracted free when new ones are or- in accordance with an executive a suitable box as required by thetiered. • er of the national union. government.
HopkinsvIlle has had six routes
now for some time and reports show
each of them to be steadily gaining
in popularity. Besides these there
are several star routes in the county
which have the free delivery feature,
Neext to Court House, Hopkinsville













will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments
If you want to
save money and be
getti.4 interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
stock as an invest-
ment.
Por particulant address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J [.McPherson, Sec
ONSUMPTION Pries
FOR OUGHS and 50c & $1.00
LIM Free Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TRW:M-







(lives Relief Si Once
It cleanses, soothe
r and heals the dinhi )1111 H EAk eased month rame
Is eerie osterrh and drives away a cold Ito
the heed quickly. It is absortied.1 Heals an
nrottrote the Membrane. Restores the
Senses of Taste and smelt. rah slut 50c, a
druggists or by ma tl ; Thal sue 10c by malt
ELY n man totm
he Warren Si. Now York
Palmer Graves,
. liopkinsville Lime Works







Kiln 1268. Cumberland: Residence,
104.
"I also issued the following call:
That on Saturday, Jan. 28th, 1906, a
mass meeting be held in every other
county in states mentioned, for the
purpose of ratifying and lining solid-
ly for the prices fixed for tobacco by
the Lynchburg convention on Nov.
10 and 11, 1904, which are as follows:
Virginia and West Virginia, dark,
average per cwt., $9; Bright, aver-
age per cwt., $12; Kentucky and
Tenn., .dark, &vintage per cwt., $8;
Burley average per cwt., $12. North
and South Carolina are invited and
asked to line up for these prices and
not Bell for less. I can safely say to
the tobacco growers of my sister
states that 85 per cent. of the tobacco
In Kentucky is already pledged to
the above prices When we realize
that our home and export trade calls
for 782,000,000 pounds of tobacco an-
nually and we produce only 5120,000,-
0u0 pounds, the trade is bound to
have it, and the buyers will pay our
price when t iey find they cannot get
It for less.
"I urge the tobacco planters in all
slot's mentioned to respond to One
call, and let us once in our life, take
a bold and decided stand for equity
for our wives, children and native
land against the great tobacco trust
the worst evil of the day."
Early In the Field.
Notwithstanding it le almost three
years until Kentucky will elect an--
other-governor, two have already ex-
pressed their intention of becoming
candidates for the nomination on the
Democratic ticket, and say at the
proper time they will announce.
Both live at Shelbyville, and are
Congiessman O. G. (Silbert and Cir-
cuit Judge R. F. Peak.
(Front Saturday's Daily)
Messrs. F. K. Grasty and M. H.
Prather, of Cadiz, were in the city
today.
Mr. J. C. Bruwit, of Chicago, who
has been engaged at J. 'I'. Wall &
Co.'s durieg their special sale, leaves
tonight for a visit to his parepts in
northern Ohio. Mr. Brown has made
many friends in Hopkinsville who
sincerily regret his departure.
L. R. iiilton, of Woodbury, N. J.,
representing U. 0. Green, manufac-
turer of Green's Atigust Flower and
Boschee's German Syrup, is in the
city looking after the interests of
his concern.
Miss 'Vole Young is visiting friends
In Petnbroke.
CASTOR I A
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Han Always Bought
Boars the
Signature of
The volume of business done
through the rural free delivery de-
parttnent of the postal service is very
large. The number of pieces of mall
delivered on rural routes throughout
the United States in the past fiscal
year aggregated 806,424,121. The
number of pieces of mail collected
was 138,083,851. The pay of the car-
riers for ihe year reached a sum In
excess of 812,000,000. The picture




Assistant Secretary of War
Calla Down the Kentucky
State Guards.
In as circular recently issued by
Adj. Gen. Percy Hely is embodied a
letter from Robert Shaw Oliver, as-
sistant secretary of war, to Gov.
Beckham In which the United States
army officer criticises the Kentucky
ROBERT Slff.t W ()LIVER,
( Assistant Secretary of War.)
State Guard for the poor attendance
at annual inspections and requested
that the fault be remedied.
Adjt. Germ. Haly has sent copies of
the letter to all of the &fleet's of the
Kentucky State Guard with rigid or-
ders to prevent the fault in the fu-
ture. The circular issued by Adjt.
(4en. Hely shows that 41.67 per cent
of Battery A and 46.24 per cent of
Battery B, of Louisville, failed to at-
tend.
The date for the aeutial inspection
of the state guard by an officer of the
United States army has not yet been
announced, but it is expected that it
will take place in March.
°ars Early Risers
Ma femme Ilitte 1111111%
More Sensational Chapters
In His Story of Fren-
zied Finance.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The New Era received the follow-
ing telegram this merning from
Thomas W. Lawson, the Boston mil-
lionaire and author of Frenzied Fi-
nance:
"Exact knowledge of 'Trusts'
will cause the Aingrican people
peaceably and legally to revolt.
I give it in February Everybody's
Magazine. It costs me from $40,-
000 to $60,C00, Won't you add
your mite by calling attention to
'The Magic Jimmy'?
"THOMAS W. LAWSON."
The February Everybody's is now
on the news stands, and in it Mr.
Lawson begins Part II of, Frenzied
Finance entitled "The Story of
Amalgamated."
He compares the Louisiana Lottery
with the "System," and asserts that
Thomas W. La ‘1,1011.
Thomas W. Lawson, whim. fight
with Standard oil financiers has at-
tracted national attention, has in his
magazine expositions of what he terms
"free-hied finance" made some most
picturesque contributions to current
literature. Recently brokers in Wall
street end other financial marts held
their breath during the struggle be-
tween Lawson and his stock market
foes over Amalgamated Copper stock.
People are puzzled
to know how to take r
Lawson. hut nobody
denies his fearless-
nese and his Mil-




bles him Late to
lose it. L went
into a bank at
twelve and by the time he was seven-
teen had cleaned up $17,000. In per-
%Mimi appearance Mr. La wsou, now
forty-five years of age, is tall and hand
801111% in the prime of his physical and
mental energies.
there is annually taken by the "Sys-
tem" from the people ten thousand
times more than the Louisiana Lot
tery ever obtained in the same period.
"This being the fact," says Mr.
Lawson. "for how long will the peo-
ple allow such a monstrous wrong to
be done? How long will they suffer a
few men to siphon automatically the
money of the many into their own
pockets?
"It Is only a matter of simple
mathematics to ascertnin the day,
and that only a few years away,when
ten men will be as absolutely and
and completely the legal owners of
the entire United States and all there
is of value in it, as John I). Rocke-
feller is the absolute legal owner of
the large section of it of which be is
today possessed.
"When that day is hero, the people
will legally be tho slaves of these ten
men."
The "Magic Jimmy" referred to In
the telegram to the New Era is the





While the colored people and many
of the white Republican voters want
the county executive committee to
order a primary, that majority of the
candidates, shudderingiy remem-
bering what the nominations have
cost heretofore, are disposed to euh-
mit their claims to the committee
and have the ticket named that way,
The last Republican primary was
a high carnival of corruption and
thoesands of dollars found their way
into the pockets of negro voters .and
politicians. The party leaders this
year say the office-seekers are most-
ly deternithed not to he separated
from their money.
This situation has aroused many
of the colored voters, and they are
holding meetings almost nightly in
the various precincts and clamoring
for a primary. They argue that the
candidates should be selected by the
voters themselves, and that the com-
mittee has no right to foist a elate of
some sort on the people. It is not
money they want, exclaim the col-
ored voters, but "jestice." If the
candidates and the conamittee see fit
to override the wishes of the colored
voters, they are likely to hear from
it next November.
The negroes have called a "general
mass meeting of the Republican par-
ty" to be held on Saturday, Jan. 28,
to demand a primary.
On the same date the county com-
mittee will meet in pursuance of the
following resolution, offered by John
Feland tied adopted last Saturday:
Resolved, That the Republican
committee of Christian county in
session assembled do now adjourn to
meet on Saturday, Jaouary 28, 1905,
at which time all candidates must
notify the secretary of the committee
in writing of their intentions to sub-
mit their claim. Upon said date said
committee will proceed to nominate
those candidates who submit their
claims to the action of the commit-
tee, and also proceei to determine
the time and manner of nominating
such officers as may be unwilling to
submit their claims to said commit-
tee.
:Spoiled IHer Beauty.
Harriet Howard, of 209 W. 34th St.,
New York, at one time had her
beauty spoiled with akin trouble.
She writes: "I bad Salt Rheum or
Eczema for years, but nothing would
cure it, until I used Bucklen's Arnica
Salve." A quick and sure healer for
cuts, burns and sores. 25c at L. L.
Elgin and Ray & Fowlers drug
stores,__
Rink at Pembroke.
Pembroke has a roller ekating
rink which the young people are en-
joying greatly. It is open n Tues-




If your blood is impure, thin, dis-
eased, hot or full of humors. if you
have cancer, blood poison, carbunc-
les, eating sores, scrofula, eczema,
itchings, risings and mumps, scabby,
pimply skin, booe pains, catarrh,
rheumatism, or any blood or skin
disease, take Botanic Blood Balm
(B. B. B.) accordleg to directions.
Soon all sores heal, aches and pains
stop, the blood is made pure and rich
leaving the skin free from every
eruption, and giving the rich glow of
perfect health to the skin. At the
same time B. B. B. improves the di-
gestion, cures dyspepsia, streughtens
weak kidneys. Just the medicine
:or old people, as it gives them new
vigorous blood. Druggists $1 per
large bottle, with directions for home
cure. Samples free and prepaid by
writing the Blood Bairn Co., Atlan-
ta, Oa. Describe trouble and special
free medical advice also sent in seal-
ed letter. B. B. B. is especially ad-
vised for chronic, deep-seated cases
of impure blood and skin diseases,




he older She prospective mother be
it, more difficult the ordeal through
whch she must pass before she experi-
en es the glory of the maternal state.
his was tiue before
Ina introduced, but now tangible evi-
dence in the shape of countless mothers
of 'advanced years who have used It
wi h entire success forces us to gladly
refute the integnty of this statement.
,Did or young, the result is the same.
. $t is simply indispensable during the
pa$t urient state, and absolutely My/do-
able at the crucial time
iFor external massage, easy and
siMple to apply, wonderful in its effect,
it 'surely is • living monument to the
trm4in of iliet s.tlage, "What's in a
n e?" We reply, "simply Mother's
end.“ $i oo, at all druggists. Send















Money deposited here is as easily
reiched by the right owner as though
it as in his own pocket. It can be
cir4wn en at any time and any place
Butt it is safe from thieves.
L ANTERS BANK
414 TRUST COMPANY
is !equipped with tnodern burglar
and tire proof vaults which are zeal-
outly guarded night anti day. The
rnsinagement insures absolute secur-
ity'. Business is transacted on a safe
and conservative basis.
MI CAI MIIINICHT ALARM CALLED MAN'S NAME
akes short roads.
FOLLOWED BY A PROMPT AND WAS HYSTERICALLII
ad light loads.cerAst
d for everything
that runs on wheels.
Sold Everywh•re.
Masao by STANDARD on. co.
Robert Mason's
% From Thursday's Daily)
Bobert Mason, aged thirty-three,
len employe of the Acme Mills and
/Elevator company, died lest night of
typhoid fever at his home on Wal-
' Ind street. tie was a member of the
• Methodist church, and an industrious
and honorable man. He was a wid-
ower and leaves a child.
• 
Stole Whiskey.
• (From Thursday's Deily
An unknown individual with a
, eoneuming thirst smeshed a hole in
&stow window at T W. Wootton'«
*Moon this morning and stole a quart
' bottle of whisky The police are
working on the ease.
Comes to Christian.
Mr. William Elliott, acting for
Mrs. John Elliott, hae contracted for
the services of Mr. Thomas W. Hell
for the current year. Mr. Hall will
go to Christian county iis a few dap-
to take charae of Mrs. Elliott's fly.
hundred acre farm on the Clarkevill
pike, about five miles south of H on-
kinsville. The Gleaner commends
Mr. Ball to the good people of Chris
tian aa a kindly, neighborly gentle





Ii quiet today in this city and at
MOM° w.
Contrary to expectations, the first
Move of the newly appointed gover-
'nor
.
 general of St. Petersburg is pa-
. .0E110 chatacter. It takes the form
eta proclamation jointly signed by
Geo. Trepoff and M. Kokoeseff, the
Minister of finance, telling the
striker, that they have been led into
trouble by evil disposed persona and
that theft best interests will be eery
I'd by peaceful representations to the
goveroment.
One of the important developments
of the pest twenty-four hours has
been the arrest of Maxim Gorky,
tie author, who Is and has always




(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 26.—The
house failed by one vote today, Ow-e
lag to the absence of a member who
a is Ell, to'pass the bill for the purchase
ef the Hunt site far the new capitol.




section and the South. Yield as high as too
yielding and finest grained Oat for
Is per acre, tall growth, hue forage, ande`" tee most profitable of all oats. Endorsed by
gtoesinent farmers in all sections.
Oar Catalogue for 1915 Mailed Peet.
Cisatalas full Information regarding these asMO 
he
Seeds for the Farm and (..mien. WeiMietTe stocks of Grass and Clover Seeds,
Rape, Seed Oita, Corn, Sea,F,rairei, Forage Crops, Vegetable Seeds. etc.
KIM RIBBON SEEDS ARE BEST
ism maim 06. Lembo RR-
OD, STUBBS tCO,,
RESPONSE.
The residence of James 0. Cook,
on Campbell street, narrowly escaped
destruction by fire last night. The
alarm was turned in about 12:30
a id the derartment responded
promptly and in a short time « xsiti-
guished the bless. The fire caught
some way on the cabinet mantel in
the dining room and also burned a
Death. II 
hole in the floor. 1 he namage to the
building itself is comparatively
slight but the damage from stooke
and water to the furniture of the
room, among which was the hand-
sotne piano belongitur to Mrs. Cook,





Deputy United States Marst al
William J. Jones, of Henderson. dis-
covered Wednesday an illicit still
near Fruit Hill in the northern por-
tion of this county. No arrests were
made and oily a small quantity of
whiskey was found. The still a as et.-
tirely destroyed. It had not been op-
erated for about two weeks. The ofil.
cer is on the track of the tnoonston-
ers.
WHEN HE CAME.
Miss Boyd's Condition Is
Improved and She Will
Likely Recover.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Miss Maggie Boyd who attempted
to commit studio Tuesday tileet by
swallowing carbolic aid is much
b eter. Her condition Shows Sue!)
improvement that she is regarded as
practically out of danger. There
was a half-ounce of the poison in the
bottle she had, but she did not quite
empty the vial, as a part of the con-
tents had crystallieed and a portion)
of the acid a at; spilled when in her
excitement she turned the bottle to
her lies. Her mouth and chin we re
badly burned. MiN8 Boyd has not
yet given any explanation of her
rash deed.
Yesterday while suffering fright-
fully and it was feared she eould Ito
ecover she constanOy called tto
[name of a young man who had been
paying her attention. He was sent
for by member,' of the madly, tett
when he entered the room Miss
Mod became hysterical and, on ac-
count of her extreme nerveusness, he-
was asked to leave. Mrs. Sam Cart.
of Earlington, the young woman's
mother, and Mrs. Charley Adams, oi
Church Hill, her sister, are with het.
THE CONTRACT FOR
PRIZING TOBACCO
Must Be Signed By Those Parties Who Wish
To Prize Tobacco For Members of
• Planters' Association.
The contracts prepared by the Dark
Tobacco District Planters' Associa-
tion to be signed by proles who wish
to prize tobacco for the members of
the organization have been received
in the (sou ity. Those who de-ire
prizing contracts will please make
application to W. W. Radford, coun-
ty chairman, Howell, Ky. By re-
quest the New Era publashes here-
with the eentract in full;
This contract made and entered In-
to this day, between the Dark Tobac-
JO District Pitniers Protective Asso-
ciation of Kentucky and Tennessee
of the first part, arid 
of the second pa-t, wittiesseth, that
the party of the first part has enter-
ed into a contract with the party of
the second part, to p-ize tobacco into
hog.heads, the crop of 1904, for the
members of said association, open
the following couditions, and foi the
following compensation, viz: 650 per
100 pounds.
First. Lugs—Cigariah may vary
iu length as much as 2 inchee,weight
1,600 to 1,700 gross.
Second. Lugs—Snuff-2,000 to 2,200
'be. gross, varying in length As
above.
Third. Lugs— Common— 1,700 to
1,900 gross, according to color and
substance.
I Fourth. Bremen Leaf and Spin-ners-1,790 to 1,850 gross, varying in
length not over two inches, and clas-
sified carefully as to color and sub-
stance.
Fifth. Italian Leaf-1,550 to 1.650
gross, varying in length riot over two
inches.
Sixth. Wrist:mere—Plug and Can-
ada—1,600 to 1,750 gross, varying in
length not over two inches
Seventh. Austrian and Cigarish
Leaf—About 1.600 to 1,750 grows, ye- t
toting in length not over two inches. i
Eighth. Coinmon Short Leaf—
Nubbins and Simi? Leaf should be
classed as to color slid substance,
ranging in gross weight from 1,600 to
1,900 lb.., according to color and
b tie aid subetesuce.
Ninth. It is agreed by second i
party that all work done by him,
shall be done by most approved
methods, which tend to benefit the
sale value and lasting qualities of
tobacco.
Tenth. The 'party of the mond
part agrees to; Inrnieh hogshead@ to
in Of oak Graven% or other bard wood,
well seasoaidemill Of good cooperage.
Otasdard weed baganoada la 541 to U
inches long, and 44 inches in head;
but for seen leaf and extra long,
smeller or larger hogehead may be
used, when most advantageous from
An aspect of sale value to do so; each
hovehead is to have six good hoops
Eleventh. It is agreed by second
party, that three correct samples of
net leas than eignt hands each, are
to be taken of each hogshead. cor
rectly put up, sealed, tagged and
marked as hereafter inetruated by
first party, with the name of second
party p;ainly written on each sam-
ple.
Twelfth. Second party agrees to
keep one of these in good condition,
until end of sesame or until tobacco
is sold and delivered, when it be-
ceines the property of the Associa-
tion; the other two samples to be de-
livered to the Associatioo at its op-
tion.
Thirteenth. The party of the first
part agrees with the party of the sec
mid part, that every member of this
Association is to deliver his tobacco,
in good order for prizing, and the
party of the second I art hereby
agrees, that if any member of saki
Association tenders his tobacco for
prizing, to the party of the second
psrt, not in proper condition or order
for prizing, he is to to decline to re-
ceive it.
Fourteenth. It is !Lamed by secona
party that the prizing-heus- used by
him shall be in good. safe condition,
so as to protect tobscio in consistent
way against changes of the weather.
Fifteenth. The party of the secoed
part agrees tit carry at his own ex-
pense, for the benefit of any member
of this Aesoc anon patroitizing him,
what is knew') as a blanket policy of
hisurance, which is to cover in a fair
valuation all tobacco left with see
ond party for prizing.
Sixteentn. The party qf the sec-
ond part agre• s to make a good and
sufficient bond, for the faithful and
competeut pertortnance of his con-
tract, by a Guarantee Company, to
be approval by first parry.
Seventeenth. It is agreed and made
a part of the within contract, that
the party of the second part is to re-
ceipt any member of said Assume-
Hen in the fillowing manner: Weight
of leaf, weight of seconds, and weight
of lugs; and the second party further-
more agrees that each Member's erop
le‘t with him, is to be kept separate
from the tobacco of any other mern.
her. and that only remnants Of two
or Ortre members shall be put in the
same hogshead.
1h.! CONSUL GENERAL TO AUSTRALIA
ALSO
Ex-Lieutenant Unite
States Navy and E
Lieutenant Confedei
ate Navy Uses and R
ommemls Pe-ru-na.
Pe-ru-na Is a Safegnar




H'LION JAMES M. MORGAN. 1735Twentieth Street, Washington, D.
C., Ex-Lieutenant U. S. Navy, Ex-
Lieutenant Confederate Navy, and Ex-
Consul General to Australia, writes:
Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus,
Ohio:
Gentlemen The use of your
Peruna as a remedy or cure for
catarrh by many of my friends who have been
benefited by the same, as well as my own ex-
perience as to its efficacy and good tonic prop-
erties causes me to recommend ft tc all persons,
end you are at liberty to use this endorsement and my photograph
,f it will give any force to same."—James M. Morgan.
Ask your druggist for a free Peruna
Catarrh et the head Which Arrested
Hearing Cured by Pe-rn-na. .
Mr. J. Emile Tangusy, No. 332 Jan
St., Quebec, is Secretary of the Jacques
Curling Club of Quebec, one of the lead-
ing sporting clubs in the city. Its mem-
bers are composed of young men of the
best families. Ile writes:
"Last winter I caught a severe cold
which developed into a severe case of
catarrh of the head, affecting my hear-.
log especially. My eyes ran, my sys-
tem seemed to be generally clogged up.
I was advised by a club friend to try re-
runs, and did so at once. To my delight
I found a change set in for the better
within three days, and in eight days I
was entirely well."..t. Emile Tanguay.
Mr. Adolph Koehler, President of the
North fede Turnerschaft, writes from
Clark and Leland Ave., Chicago, Ill.:
"It is with pleasure that I endorse
Peruna as a first-class medicine especi-
ally for catarrhal affections of the throat
and lungs. I have used it with much
benefit and several of my friends have
been cured of catarrh entirely where
Peruna was used."—Adolph Koehler.
"Nothing Better Than Pe-ru-ne for
Catarrhal Troubles," Says Con-
gressman C. P. Dorr.
C. P. Porn, Hotel Johnson, Washing-
ton, D. C., Ex-Congressman from West
Virginia, writes:
"I can cheerfully recommend Penults
to anyone who wants a safe and perma-
nent cure for catarrh. For throat., lung
and catarrhal trouble there is nothing
better than Permos."—C. P. Dorn
Colds Lead to Clireinic Catarrh.
A common cold is acute catarrh, which
quickly becomes chronic catarrh if al-
lowed to remain.
Every cold snap leaves In its trail
thousands of cases of catarrh, many of
whom for want of an effective remedy,
will suffer from this disease the rester
their lives.
Ifs there anything that can be dose I.
prevent all this?
In the first place, Peruna used at the
proper time will prevent taking told.
In the second place, Peruna will cure a
cold in from two to five days.
Again, reruns will cure catarrh quick-
ly in the first stages, and finally Peruna
will also cure chronic catarrh, if need
properly and persistently.
Peruna kept in the house and prop.
erly used will therefore not only act at
a safeguard against the ailments which
result from sudden cold waves, but
will also prove a sure remedy for Ma
class of ailments.
If you do not derive prompt and satial•
factory results from the use of Perunse
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable atitt
vice gratis.
Peruna can be purchased at any first.
1.1
Addrese Dr. Hartman, Predictt q
class drug store for UM per bottle.
The Hartmau Sauirieem .
lmanac for 1905.
Eighteenth. The party of the sec-
ond part furthermore agrees that
'be books cil his prizing-house shell
be kept in an accurate way, so that
t ,ey May he sassily understood; that
tits hooksshall at all times he sub-
ject to an inspection by an official nf
ef this Association or by an etc-
countent or attorney, that might be
ttelect.d by this Association, so far
as they relate to any transaction be-
tween second party and a member of
this Association; and that second
Party further agrees to render to this
eesociation or to a member of same
tor his own robaccc, single or dupli-
cate statements, in writing, of
weights, etc., etc.
Nineteenth. 11 .1. agreed by first
party that the members of this asso-
ciation are to do all hauling, to and
from the prizing-house of the second
party.
Twentieth. It is agreed by first
party, that all tobacco is to be assort-
ed by the member of the Association
to whom the tobacco belongs, iiito
three clamsem—kaf, seconds and
lugs—tied in small hands; but that
such furthur assortieg as is neces-
sary to most advantageously sell tne
GJI38CCO, 18 to be dome by second p--i-
cy, and that all tobacco beloiiging to
fetch member shall be stripped, be-
fore any part of same is delivered to
coud parry for prizing.
Twenty first. Secoed party here-
by agrees that he is not to be in any
sense a purchaser or dealer of tobac-
co.
Twent3 -s.cond. It is agreed be-
tween both parties to this contract,
that they v, ill be guided largely be
what is customary as to any dt -
(mouse of weight, in tobacco left
with second party for prizing, but in
shy case to abbe what is fair and
quIrable.
Twenty third. It is agreed by
both parties to this contract, that in
the event the member of this Asso-
ciation having tobacco prized, by
second party, elects to pry cash, sec
ond party is to receive seine in set-
tlement, or if such member of this
Association wants second party to
give him time to pay for such ser-
vice. second party can, at his own
election, and upon his own respopsi-
lenity, do that, but where tobacco
goes ,to a storage hone', if ,the
sharps have not been 'Otherwise ar-
ranged for, they are to follow is an
advanooment upon the tobacco, in




stood and agreed that teemed party
is not to surrender tebiseeo, left a Oh
him to be prized, until cherees have
been errentted for in an etithely bue-
inesselike way. .
Twenty-fourth. It. is feerseel by
ben parties to this coetraet, that
whenever its terms are 111),
by either one, the other shall have
the privilege 'if miriulitne plaid 0,,10-
ti act, and that no tett:se/to shell he
received by second parry, from a
member of this Aseoeleriote abet
the date of said finnulmetit.
Twetity-t1 t is It is agreed he bete
mini Se to this coistraet, that a hones.,
the ohjeet of his conteeer is the mil
tual benefit of all parties vote...reed,
that where either seea the prop -rry
or Inferrer oh the other bell g injured
er in Jen ardy, it shall h tie' Out
of such parry toeminedinte y report
such irtjary or item*/ dy to toe other
TWotitt -81Xtri. '111114 etpt.trset is
not hindieg uniees ceuitrereigited by
the (Thai, man of !be Conon% Coin
mitres in whieh County it is made.
Prizing-house loceteo, Desoto:3o. ..
County State 
The Dark Toh.cco Dietrict
Planters Protective Ass, CIst.(ii





County  State 
HEAVIER RECEIPTS
Report of the Inspectors of
The Hopkirsville Tobac-
co Market.
The inspectors' report for the local
tobacco market shows considerably
heavier receipts as compared with
btu- lest few e eeks. Bed although all
steles made this we It were prised*,
tile% also show cii i crease. Tee re-1
rfert is as follows: Receipts tor the
Week, 60 htuts.; receipts for the year,
hhda ; «wee for the week, 68 Istels.;
ekles for the year, 199 htuts
The first sale of the week 0,1 the
irkope floor wee vet, satisfactory, all
p ices being etrone a el lugs bringing
fow 25e to 50e leerier than the week
b fore. The «Alertness acre "'forge
a el es* result of the wood nric-ei re-
(storms were light On ace..unt of
tla extreniely cold weather it Is prob
4i Wet no more loose sales cau ho -
h))1d this week.
n Our Next Issue We 'Will Tell ,z,pu
All About T ecen0
O it s ea
Meted
MASHED HIS SKULL
SLATE FELL FROM TH
E
MINE'S ROOF.
Dunn Was Trying Hard T
o
Cat Ahead of the
Other Miners.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
The coroner'. jury which held t
he
inquest over the remalits of O
eo-at
Dunn, colored, who was kille
d by
falliug slate in the mines of th
e Nor-
ton•ille Coal company 
yesterday ,
returned a verdict exonera
ting the
GOA company from all blame
. Fruit,
the evidence given at ti e in
quest it
seems that Irwin did not fir
e a bias,
as reported yesterday. 
Several io
the miners were engaged i
n a race to
see who could load the m
oet coat
during a given time and Dunn
 weet
into the condensed room in 
orier to
get ahead of the others. A 
piece 01
mate fell from the roof while
 he ware
in a stooping position sh
oveling cow
into a oar, and struck him
 squarely
on the head and mashed 
toe skis.'
almost fiat. He must ha
ve notice
that that piece of slate was 
loose tot
it aud the roof showed p
ick markp
where he had tried to d
irlodge it.






LEXINGTON, Ky., Jan. 
28.—Th




James Hergis, Alex Hargi
s, Elbert
Hargi4, Ed Callahan and J
esse tspi
ier, charging them with 
conspiracy
to murder James Cock 
rill. town mar-
shal of Jackson, who was
 killed h
July 1909. Bench warrant
s have bee'
issued for the arrest of all 
the indict-
ed men, and a special baili
ff will go
Is Jackson todey to serv
e them.
Leg Broken.
W R. Crumpler, a former 
resident
of this city, but now a r
esident of
Newetead, Ky., had his leg 
frac
tared a few days ago wh
ile doing





The Nashville News says:
"The Rev. R. Lin Cave, 
pastr of
the West End Christian 
church of




oburoh of this city, and wil
l be back
In Nashville again, t.) the 
great de-
light of his many friends. 
Mr. Cave
preached here for sixteen ye
ars, arid
so man of the pulpit was
 ever held
Is higher regard.
"It is hoped that Mr. Cave
 may be-
gin his pastorate In Febru
ary, but
the date is not settled. He 
will sue.
emod tht Rev. Joseph D.
 Armistead,
who resigned and accepted a
 call to




Miss Myrtle Lewis Lawson
 and Mr.
D. 0. Wash were joined 
In the holy
bonds of wedlock Monday 
afternoon.
The ceremony was impre
ssively per-
formed at 4:30 o'clock b
y the Rev.
E. L. Southgate in the pastor
's study
at the Methodist chur
ch, with only
the family of the bride pres
ent.
The bride ii the eldest 
daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. La
wson and in
an attractive and brig
ht young lady
whose personal charms and
 beauti-
ful Ostia of character 
have won her
a wide circle of friends
 and admirers.
The fortunate groom a
lso has many
Minds in the city, where
 he haa fre-
quently visited. He res
ided former-
ly at Terrell, Texas
, and is now •




tie, Team Mr. and Mrd
 Wapb left




A WHIRLWIND OF BARGAINS
Will Mark the Close of the Great









Clean Sweep Record Breaking
Of all the sittnplet c
oreets, original E 
•••lkm
',due up to $2 
broidery Values
25c
Ladies White Muslin A
prons with
















Good Sire Crochet Red Spr
eads
39c




70 Inch fine German Lin
en Table



















These are the greatest towe
l bar-
gains ever offered.







1500 yards dainty and fine and heavy 
and wide Hamburg
Nainsook and Swiss Embroideries. 
A bargain at 10c,
Record Breaking
Price ... .
1000 yards extra wide Hamburg Edg
ings and Insertions
5 to 9 inches wide, worth up to 25c
 a yard,
Record Breaking
Price ....... gar In Lace Curta
in Bargain...
Extra wide, large, handsome Not
97 inch Corset Cover Embroider
ies, rich effects, wth 50c, t
ingliam Lace Certain., worth $2,
Great Sale of Soap
1 Fr Armours' • Flotilla" floe
1C
floating white soap. Ex
2 tia large cake. 






wblt Toile Soap. Large
cake.
nn For leox of three cakes gen
I 




Another Lot of Those














88 inch black Mohair Dress Goods,
worth 50 cents ay an,
25c
Novelty Check Wool and Silk
Dress Goods, worth 600 a yard,
25c
9:30 to 10:30 
All Wool fine Black Storm S
erge
and Flake Granite Cloth, worth 
75c
Men's Outing Cloth Night Sh
irts, standard (pal- yard,
ity fine 52 inches long, close 
double lock stitch,
very best make. FOR O
NE HOUR ONLY 48c
3 O'clock Special—FRIDAY
 ONLY, 3c Petroleum or
36 inch Danish Cloth, all 
colors, with fancy bird- 15c
eye patterns—extra 25c value
Vaseline,
Ladies fine Bleached Ribbed Knit
-
ted Corset Covers, worth 25c,
3 O'clock Special—SATURDAY
 ONLY1 I 9c
  29cMen's heavy Woven fleeced Underwear, sani-tary make, worth 50c
Men's Heavy Ribbed Undershirts
and Drawers, worth 500,
39c
A yard for heaviest and best Out-
ing Cloths, worth 100,
7c
For fine new Flannellette, sin
gle





Large Reception At Cult
House Feb. 8.—Other
Events.





new biehop of the Entire*.
se of Kentucky says: The
Bans of Louisville are plan-
ning a f earty welcome for B
i-hop
and Mrs Charles Ed wai d Woodc
ock,
Detr t, upon their arrival In the
ir
new ho e, and will give a large 
re-
ception or them at the Gait Hous
e
on Wednesday eveeing, February 
S.
Bisholp and Mrs. Woodcock w
ill
reach Louisville on Friday, F
ebru-
ary 3, and will be the guests of 
Mr.
and Mt.. William A. Robinson
, of
1044 Fourth avenue until their o
wn
h me t 1223 Third avenue is 
ready
for oc pattcy.
On ueltday evening, Februar
y 7,
Mr. obineon will enterta
in for
Posh° Woodcock, his guests
 in-
cludlt g the Episcopal clergy of 
Lou-
Ivill members of the st
anding







rom Wednesday's ' oily.)
t. Kennaird, of Eddyville, is In
ty.
D. Webb, of Nashville, spent
yesterday in the city.
E. R. Tanay, of Clarksville,
 was
in the city yesterday.
Hon ry D. Fitch, of Bowling 
Green,
was here Tuesdny on business.
James 0. Byrne, of Henderson,
 le
in the city.
Mts. J. R. Barr, of Lexingto
n, ar
rived this morning Irom Bo
wling
()reels and is the guest of 
her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wo
od, on
Seventh street.
Kra. Omen Henry Russell is v
isite
ing friends in Louisville.
The Newest Elk.
With more or less solemn and ink
-
preeeive ceremonies Dr. Hs H.
 Wal-
lace was initiated last nigtnt
 into tr..
iimy teries of the order of B
enevolent
anc
Protective Elks. A committee
wan. appointed to arrange for t
he air
prdpriate observance of the six
th ea-
niVersarv of the institution of
 the
thipkinsvIlle lodge. The oel
ebrstion





The Twice-a- Week Republic, of 81.
LOW', the best semiweekly newsp
a-
per in the country, and Farm Pro-
-
gresa,America's leading Agricultural
add home monthly. will be sent Is
isey address, or to separate addressee
when so requested, for ef a Year.
the Twice a Week Repuulie for
itn ar a oentnty has earned and mr he-
t hied the confidence of half a mill-
i n readers. It covers the news of
the world thoroughly arid soourately
d issues special state editions,esebad
the latest and most rolls.
Ile reports of the particular locality
1 which it circulates. Its special
departments are edited by exports,
and its artists and contributors ars
among the best in the country. It Is
published every Tuesday and Thurs-
day—eight pages each issue, sixteen
pages a week.
Farm Progress, issued on the arab
l
'hursday of every month, contains
ixteen pages or more full, standard
ire newspaper pages, filled with up-
odate farm literature, and special"
epartments for the home, fashions,
oys and girls, fiction. etc. It is pub-
IMO by The Republic—a guarantee --„,
its excellect and high character. 
,
; It will pay ymi to take advantage
of this special offer now. Use this
; ORDER BLANK.
The Republic, St. Louis. Mo:
inclosed find $1 for which send The
Twice-a-Week Republic and FAWN
Progress one year to
Name, 
P.O 
No  State 
NOTE—If you want only
Tirloe-a-Week Ropubliie the
96o a year. The prim if
gross alone is 10c a year..
'ME NEW ERA1 DREAD OF
MIAMI-1EO elf-
New tra Printing 1 Publishig Co LIMAN I
_
OFFICE:—New Era Entiding' SeventhStreet. near mam. HePSlussills' KY"_
$1.00 A YEAR.
t!, pnstntree In ROPILInsaille
as •- mall matter
Friday, Jan. 27, 1905
— CLUBBING RATES:—
"rho WennLy 'Saw Ens. and the following
oar. ..o0.4;„. year:ik 
louder-Journal  $1 50
Strant-Weekb est. Louts Republio 190
Illjoint-Weekly tilobe-Democrat  175
Weekly Clocinnati Enquirer. 150
beret- Weekly Nashville America o i5.)
Weekly Louisville Commercial .   1 26
TIM-Weekly New York World .. 1 66
Deily Louisville Poet 60
Nome anA Farm. 16
Rational Magazine—Roston 71
Weekly A.tis nth Constitution 76
Weekly New York Tribune 26
Tie-weekly New York Tribune 76
Farmer's H anis Journal. new
solleorth. r• Wily . 75
Brietill Cita/rang rates with any magas no
newspaper published In the United Mates
Co U KT OIKEU'LOttI.
OINCITIT tiomer —First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
ember.
Quartezahe Comer--Second Mondays
Janeary, April, July and October.
'we. COVET —First Tuesday in April
sad October.
00WITY Clause—First Monday in every
Math.
— ADVERTISING RATES:-
01w mob, first Insertion 8 1 50
8• Inch, one month. .... 00I.
• Mob, three months   6 00
inch, III mouths. 900
• Snob, one Year 16 CO
41.44114onial rates may be nod by applies.
lion at the office,
ant advertising must be paid for In
at for yearly advertisements will be
O 4. quarterly.
1 advertisements inserted Without spec-
Uwe will be charged for until ordered
nesineets of Marriages and Deaths,
eitediuit dye lines, lad notices of
tiliveuletsned grails.Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
b Wier similar notices. are cant. per line
Judge Gutty is haviug lots of fun
it Frankfurt for an old luau.
What'. the matter with remov tug
' tom capitol to Hopk wipe
No one who knows John Wake-
Sold will doubt for an instat.t his
estanient in reference to the Black-
burn Interview. He Is one of the
Most careful, trustworthy and cap-
able newspaper correspondents in
this country. Seitator Blackburn
will lose, instead of gain, friends by
attempting to disciedit Mr. Wake-
Reid.
The crueade against lobbyists is
peoOseding merrily in the West and
&finite results have been obtained.
Gov. Folk, of Missouri, has driven
lobbyists from the capitol in Jetfei-
soo City. Go. Dineen, of Illinois,
/ has proniulgated rules to curtail
their influence, and Gov. Lafollette,
• of Wisconsin, recommends a law to
: Inflict severe punishment upon those
guilty of offering bribes.
Peesident Roosevelt began To urs-
day with a breakfait at eight to





Medical history does not record a
discovery th it it iii eq aid the merits
of LITE PLANT.
for the cure of ot, Catarrh
&ad all Blood Diseased.. Its action
Is quick thorough and permanent.
It searches the blood, &int
Mates the eoisono.ls g,rin that ere-
ates disease, makes new, rib, pure
blood and disease cdnuot exist where
the bloo I IS pure.
Ow guarantee is
No Cure, No Pay,
thetefore there is no reason for you
to suffer longer.
lira. Susan Lewton. of ltsilvitrn O.write*:
"I had rhenrnottsin for one rear, and ationsiderable pm thal cf the nine I was it.bad I could scarcely witS. My anklewas so swollen is great deal of the time,I could scarcely set on In, 'hoe. Slylimbs wets numb s.t.d I suffered onntln-
Sally. I tried a greet many re med.es,
but was mmule to get relief. oath I triedLIFE ?LAN I. I Ere.Ir our bottles andWas entirely cured. it Is a great remedy."
Lida Plant is Manufactured only by
HE LIFE PLANT COI,
CANTON. OHIO.
- THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
I am compelled by a sense of gratitude
to tell you the great good your remedyhas done me in a case of Contagious Blood
Poison. Among other symptoms I was se.
verely afflicted with Rheumatism, and got
almost past going. The disease got a firmhold upon my system; my blood was thor-
oughly poisoned with the virus. I lost in
weight, was run down, had sore throat,
eruptions, splotches and other evidencesof the disease. I was truly in a had shape
when I began the use of S. S. S., but thepersistent use of it brought me out of mytrouble safe and sound, and I have the
courage to publicly testify to the virtues ofyour great blood remedy, S. S. S., and to
recommend it to all blood-poison suffer-
ers, sincerely believing if it is taken ac-
cording to directions, and given a fair
trial, it will thoroughly eliminate every
LESSON V, FIRST QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, JAN. 29.
_ .
'rest the Lesson, John ill, 1-115.
Memory revises, 14. 15—cloiden Test,
John 1 ti—Com meld ry Prepared
by Res. D. M. Stearns.
[copyright, 11)05. by American Press Association.]
If we take the last mentence of chap-
ter 11 and the first sentence of chapter
heill from t revised version we read.
Ilirmelf knew what a Wd3 in man;
hOW, there was a man," thus bringing
e1,hire us this NicAlenius as a sample
men representine a very large class of
well to do, moral, religious, devout
men, who are found in all churches as
members In good standing but in the
sight of Him who reads the heart, and
before Whom as their judge they must
appear, lacking the one essential to fit
them for the kingdom—viz, the birthparticle of the virus. Jamits Cuestas, from above (verse 3. margin). TheStark Hotel, Greensburg, Pa. i subsequent history of Nicodemus would
• Indicate that his eyes had been opened
istal that he became a true child of
God.
Nieodemus knew and acknowledged
Jesus to be a teacher cornea, from God
and that Cod was with Him but such
knowledge could not save him. And
yet that is more than some of Ilia pro-
(Meld friends, who think they ere
saved, know or acknowledge today,
counting Him to be ignorant of many ,
things which they think they know bet- I
ter than He did. Notwithstanding all
that so called wise and learned men
say and tench, we must accept the
opening statements of John concerning
111m—that He was God, that He math.
all things, that He made the world.
that lie is the only reveaier of God the
Father (John i, 1, 3, 10, 18).




his'net and conferred with a delegation :heart and seeing his real need, He
on the railroad bill, besides receiv- said, "Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
except a man be born again [margin,hug the visits of senators and repre-
"from above"j he cannot see the king-sentatives who called. He enter- dom of God." This is the second of
the twenty-dve double "verilys" or
tattled a distinguished musician at
luncheon. He returtied to his office "sul"" "r this gospel. ""ii the nexttwo nit' found iii verses 5 and 11. Wewhere he remained until five when Wive in all these eas'Ings the most
he took a long horseback ride with ahundent ponelble testimony to the liii
iniirimrt iilt; t g to I ie iL 
 itt ligdoiii ii lid 
g)t 1 , 1,11
.y. 




ty of dinner guests including White- and the next to tile only way toel s I
law Reid, and in the evening 
h
Nieodenme, being only a natural man
'
shook hands with between fifteen !although so very religious, could not hundred and seventeen hundred per- uuderetand tills new birth, for the nat- I
sons at the diplomatic reception.; 1:hre111 sluTt recof•eluveodth not thethings of ;
After tile hreception e took supper uce theyjfoolislimess unto him (I orII, with the receiving party. And Par4' and he therefore asks what seems like ;
a very foolish question. Not ninnyson Wagner said President Roose-
velt leads the "simple life." I ;
Painful swellings in the groins, red crap*Lions upon the skin, sores in the mouth
anti loss of hair and eyebrows, are some of
the symptoms of this vile disease. S. S. S.
is an antidote for the awful virus that
attacks and destroys even the bones.
S. S. S. contains no Mercury, Potash or
3ther mineral ingredient. We offer lt.000










those who write us.
Die Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, 6*.
It is expected that there will be a
determined fight in the senate
against Senator Scott's bill for re-
ducing the cavitiry regiments to ten,
thus cutting them down one third.
It is well known that the cavalry
service is preferred to either the ar-
tillery or infantry by army officers
and men. Senator Scott claims that
ten regiments of cevairy will atiswer
all the purposes of the United States
Cavalry is not necessary in the Phil-
ippiLes except in a few isoiatej pla-
ces. Since rifles and muskets of
great-r range have been introduced
cavalry has gone i o to conaparative
desuetude. Unless the commander
is insane there will clever be again
an old time cavalry charge. Then
the railroads crossing the ountry in
so many directions make it possible
for infantry to move with tem times
true celerity of cavalry. ilnJ day of
cavalry like the day of ct ivOry is
passed.
Cured Lumbago.
A. B. CaiCaiman.thitesageo, writes
March 4, 1903: "Having been troub-
led with luninago at differeut times
and tried onc physician after another;
then differeni, ointments an
n 
d lino-
inete, gave it tie altogether. So
tried once more, and got a b ittle of
Baliard'e Snow Linament, which
gave me. alnicst instant relief. I
can cheerfully reedit-mend it, and
wiN add my name to your list; of
former sufferers." 26c, 60c and $1.
Sold by Ray & Fowlerand L. L. El-
gin.
FOR SALE.
One of tile most complete acid de-
sirable suburban residences near the
city, just outside the city limits.
Flue, large two-story brick house
with ten rooms besides bathrooms,
closets and kitchen, elegant roomy
veranda, both front and back, house
piped and fully supplied with hot
and cold water from an inexhausti-
ble supply of pure, clear water from
an artesian well over 100 feet deep;
Good stables and all other outhouses
that could be needed on a large
place, twenty-throe and one-half
acres of beautiful grounds; every-
thing in the very best order and re-
pair. •
Thie property can be bought for
less than the improvements would
cost. For particulars see
wtt WIN FREE et KNIGHT
Gish ex Learner's Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheurnatiena and neural-
gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all
druggiete.. deodwtf
1 people consider that the foolislaques-
dote; they often ask concerning emir-
1
Bunt things may indicate that they are
only natural people, not born again,
!not spIritnel. The natural birth by
i which i all tome into this world can only
produce natural people, for "that which
' is born of the flesh is flesh."
I When our Lord replied to Nicedennis'first question He said. "Except a nem
i be born of water and of the Spirit he
l cannot enter into the kingdom Of God."
; What does this signify and just how
Is this new birth accomplished? Jus.
I. 18, says, "Of His own will begat He
us with the word of truth." I. Pet. 11.
23, says. "Being born again by the
word of (lel." But our Lord said we
must be -born of water." Now turn
to Eph. v, 20, and read, "That Ile
might sanctify and defines. 1t with the
washing of water by the word." Al-
though this refers to an experienee
which follows the LIMN' birth, yet it
tells us that water he a symbol of the
word and that "born of water" means
I "born of the word," as James and Pe-
ter plainly state. But our Lord said,
i "Born of water and of the Spirit." Now
turn to John vi, 03, and read, "The
words that I speak unto you are Spirit
and are life." And is it not conclusive
that the new birth is nevomplished by
I the word of God mind the Spirit of God?
And by this means God does all His
work. In Gen. I. 2, 3. the Spirit of God
moved. and God said, anti the work
was done. *Oily the word of the Lord
were the heavene made. and all the
host of them by tile breath (or Spirit!
of His mouth" (Ps. xxxiii, tn.
I Only by the word of God in the pow-
er of the Spirit of God can we know
anything of the things of God, but un-
lose we meekly receive the testimony
of God we cannot know the things of
God. Not only was Jesus a teacher
sent by God, as Nicodemus confessed
1 (verse 2), but He came down fromheaven, and, though visibly on earth.He Witsi at the stone time In heaven
(verse 13). If •this sounds foolish to
any consider what we have already
written. To understand more fully let
tut go with our Lord to the wilderness
story of Num. xxl, 4-9. The people
did not like God's way nor God's pro-
vision, so they spike against IIItu, and
the Lord sent fiery serpents among
them, which bit them, and many died.
In answer to Moses' prayer he wits' in-
structed to put upon a pole, so that all
might see it, a brass likeness of that
which had bitten the people. and every
bitten one who looked upon the ser-
pent of brass lived.
That old serpent, the devil, has bit-
ten the whole race of mankind and in-
stilled his poison of unbelief into us,
bringing upon us death and the curse,
and man cannot provide a remedy.
But the element upon the pole suggests
sin, that which hem bitten us nailed to
the,erotue. and when the helpless, dying
cInner sees Jesus Christ made a sin
'effering for him on Calvary and looks
bellevingly upon Him instantly he lives
or Is born from above. See John Ili,
16; II ('or. v, 21; Gal. 111. 13; John 1.12,
i nd. learn the secret of the new birth.
but , note also, verse 18 of our lesson
chapter and learn that we are either
not condemned (if born again) or eon-
Seemed already.
Saved Her Life from Pneumonia
"My wife had a severe attack of Pneu-
monia which followed a case of La Grippe
and I believe that FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR saved her life," writes James
Coffee, of Raymond, Missouri.
Good Rutin: In Every Case
Dr. C. J. Bish p, Agnew, Mich., writes:
"I have used OLEY'S HONEY AND
TAR in three vey severe cases of pneu-
monia with good results in every case."
PNEUMO
Cured of Terrible Cough on Lungs
N. Jackson, of Danville, Ill., writes:
"My daughter had a severe attack of
La Grippe and a terrible cough on her
lungs. We tried a great many remedies
without relief. She tried FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR which cured her.
She has never been troubled with a cough
since."
Cured When Vary Low With
Pneumonia
J. W. Bryan, of Lowder, Ill., writes:
"My little boy was Very low with pneu-
monia. Unknown ha the docto. we gave
him FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR.
The result was mag cal and puzzled the
doctor, as it immediately stopped the
racking cough and he quickly recovered."
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
Sold by Cook & Higgins
YouTakeQuinine
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are • victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
1k '11 admit it will mire malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
30 Cents is Bottle. All °niggles.
4F#
/411,
Sold by Ray QCL Fowler and L. L. Elgin
Louisville and Nashville RailroadTIME. CARD. Effective Apeil 13th.
NORTH. SOUTH.No 62 St Louis Express 59.41 am Nob! St Louis Express 6.18r nNo 54 St Louis Fast Mail.  10:20 p in *No 68 St Louis Fast Mail 6:40 anNo 92 Chicago and New No 93 Chicago and NewOrleans Limited 5.40 am Orleans Limited .......12:01 anNo 56 Hopk insville Accom..8 :46 p m No 65 Hopkinsville Accom 6:40 a re*Does not stop
Nos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as EIJIand fro Louisville, Cinciunati and the east.
Nos. 58 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cucinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 53 and 66 also eouneetfor Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through tt. Chicago and will not cart.' passengers to point*south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis,No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustineand Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects atGuthrie for points east and West.
J. C. HOOE, Agt
BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Oday & Brame. Cor. 7th & Vir. Sta.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a aloe drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention giveme a eahl.lp Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Fune-ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1313, Cumberland phone 82. I will be glad to have all my friends give metheir patronage.
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Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 22.—A whole-
some philosophy, which may well be
applied by every one who desires suc-
cess in the battle of life, is that which
the preacher outlines In this sermon,
taking his text from I Samuel xvii, 39,
"I cannot go with these, for I have not
proved therm"
A weaponless soldier Is a defenseless
and a helpless soldier. Neither person-
al strength nor heroic valor can 'avail
Mtn without effective weapons in a
conflict against an armed foe. The mil-
itary chiefs have learned that the is-
sue of a campaign depends as much
on the perfection and precision of the
weapons as on the vigor and prowess
of the soldier. In the Austro-Prussian
war it was not so much the valor of the
soldier or the strategic skill of the gen-
erals that gave Prussia the victory as
the fact that the Prussian army had
the needle gun while the Austrians
carried the old fashioned muzzle load-
er. Nor can moral qualities take the
place of modern equipment. "Thrice
armed," says the dramatist, "is he who
bath his quarrel just," but neither jus-
tice nor righteousness can save a cause
if the champions of it neglect the ma-
terial appliances of military science.
No; general ever had more implicit
faith in divine power than had Oliver
Cromwell. but even he did not ignore
the necessity for human precautions.
-"'Trust in God," he said to his valiant
4ironsides, "and keep your powder dry."
erFortitude and courage are needed now
as ever In an army, but the soldier
without effective arms is mere food for
powder.
Bunker hill had to be evacuated by
the American troops not because they
would not tight. The Revolutionists'
supply of ammunition ran out. Twice
did William Prescott give the order to
fire. Twice did the charging British
lines break and fall back before the
withering tornado of shot pouring into
their ranks, but at the third charge the
American soldiers had to turn and flee.
Their powder was gone. They were
helpless then before the attacks of the
advancing enemy. It has been said that
Custer and his brave band were over-
powered at Little Big Horn river, Mon-
tana, by the Sioux Indians because
their ammunition was exhausted. The
fall of Khartum under "Chinese" Gor-
dan was largely due to the same lack
of powder and bullets. A soldier with-
out effective weapons in his hand is as
helpless before the attack of his ene-
mies as is the lamb in the slaughter
house when the butcher is about to cut
open the animal's throat with the keen
edge of the knife.
Plow David Was Armed.
This fact was recognized In ancient
times. Before the discovery of gunpow-
der had made hand to hand conflicts so
rare as they are now soldiers were clad
from bead to foot in armor to protect
them from the blow of the sword or
battleax or the thrust of the spear.
Thus when David, the shepherd boy,
went out to fight the Philistine giant It
seemed a matter of ordinary precaution
that he be covered with such armor as
was then in use. It seemed the rashest
temerity for him to go into the light
wearing his ordinary shepherd dress.
King Saul said: "I will let him go forth
and fight in my armor. My helmet
shall protect his forehead. My coat of
mall shall cover his chest. My sword,
keen as a Damascus blade, with its
Jeweled hilt, shall be in his hand.
Come, armor bearer, place my armor
upon the champion."
This offer of Saul's was an embar-
rassment. The young shepherd boy
was unaccustomed to the cumbrous
armor. But the king's offer must not
be rejected by a loyal subject, 80 he
submitted to be girded with the coat
of mail and the helmet to protect his
head. He must have looked as ridicu-
lous as the pale, thin, consumptive
Alexander II. Stephens, that giant of
mental power and great heart, appear-
ed In his multitudinous wrappings of
outer garments. When Lincoln saw
him at Hampton Roads he said to his
secretary of state, "Seward, did you
ever see in your life such a pile of corn
bookings wrapped about one thin ear?"
"Why," said David, "I cannot fight
In this armor. Saul may use these
weapons, but I am not Saul. Give me
my sling, with which I am accustomed
to protect tuy sheep. Let me choose
my own stones out of the brook for
ammunition. Let me fight for Israel
with the talent God has given to me ro
we." My text says: "Aral David said
unto Saul, I cannot go with these, for
I have not proved them. And David
yet them off him."
David did right. The man who fights
the great battle of life with the natural
weapons God has given to him will
win. The man who tries to tight the
battle of life in some other man's armor
will fail every time. The purpose of
this sermon Is to point out some of the
useless weapons with which men go
forth to battle—not useless weapons
perhaps for others, but useless for our-
selves, because they belong to anothet
armory and not to ours.
reillir His Father's Weapons.
A young man, in the first place,
makes a great mistake in trying to fit
his father's helmet upon his Lead and
' cover his (Meet with his father's coat
of mall and unsheathe his father's
sword for the battle of life merely be-
cause they once belonged to his father.
When a man has made a big success
as a minister or lawyer or doctor or
abet or nuiletan or merchant or mo.
1611006.-
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chanle. that deem not necessarily prove
that his boy is fitted by mental and
physical temperament to walk In les
father's footsteps. And yet, strange
to say, we tind many fathers almost
compelling their unwilling boys to be
doctors or lawyers or even ministers or
merchants because they themselves
have made successes in those 'mores.
sins or businesses. And we also Mid
many young men forcing themselves hi
take up a line of life work for which
they are entirely unfitted merely be-
cause their fathers won fame and for-
tune in those walks of life.
Saul's armor was appropriate to his
magnificent frame. His son Jonathan
may have been able to wear it. There
is no reason why if a man is lilted by
nature and mental power to follow in
his father's footsteps he should not en-
ter the profession his father adorned
end light in his father's armor. There
are men who have made a greater suc-
cess than their fathers in the same
field. When we study history we find
that men who were great ministers,
lawyers, doctors, artists, authors and
merchants have had sons who became
even greater ministers, lawyers, doc-
tors, artists, authors and merchants.
Hatnilcar was a great Carthaginian
general. He was the parent of Hanni-
bal, who Was a greater general than
his noble sire. There were two great
Scillies, father and son. Which was
the greater it is impossible to tell.
Samuel D. Gross and II. L. Panel:met
and Lewis A. Sayre were the great
American surgeons of their times. They
all had sons who became Just as great
as they were. Lyman Beecher's fame
Is no greater than that of his son, Hen-
ry Ward Beecher. Thomas Moran be-
longs to a family of artists who are
all masters of the brush. Charles Wes-
ley, the hymnologist, had a son who
for years was the most eminent organ-
ist of all Europe. Walter Damrosen
and Frank Damrosch are treading in
the footsteps of their gifted father, Dr.
Leopold Damrosch. Because a father
is a great musical genius that does not
prove that his son or eons may not be-
come as great musical masters as their
sires. Lord Chatham was premier of
England. His son, William Pitt, was
premier also. But, though genius in
one line of work may pass from father
to son and be inherited, that does not
prove that all sons are fitted by brain
and temperament to fight the battle in
their fathers' armor or to achieve with
the same sword victories such as their
fathers won.
Great Is Different Field.
The son of a great genius may be as
great a man as his father, but in a
different sphere. He cannot wear his
father's armor, but he can wear armor
of another kind in which he may win
victories in a different field. Oliver
Wendell Holmes was one of the most
beloved writers in American history.
His son is a great man, but he is not a
great writer. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
Jr., is a member of the highest judicial
bench of the world. Ile is an honored
associate justice of the supreme court
of the United States. Judge Joseph
Story had one of the greatest legal
minds this nation ever produced. In
his class room at Harvard many who
afterward became great lawyers sat at
his feet to learn of this modern Game-
liel. Judge Story had a son who be-
came one of the greatest of America's
sculptors—William 'Wetmore Story.
Here we find the laws of heredity
changed. A great lawyer has a poet
and sculptor for a son, while in Oliver
Wendell Holmes' case we find a poet
who has a great lawyer for a son.
What is true in reference to law and
poetry is also true in reference to the
ministry. Great ministers have had
sons who became great ministers, but
that does not imply that all boys born-
in a parsonage should follow the pro-
fession of their fathers. John Mitchell
Mason was the greatest pulpit orator
of New York city in his day. He died
Dec. 26, 1829. A contemporary gives
this' powerful description of this king
of pulpiteers who swayed his audiences
for Christ: "Taken altogether no
American preacher has combined more
Impressive qualities. Ills aspect was
on a scale of grandeur corresponding
to the majesty of the mind within.
Tall, robust, with a bead modeled after
neither Grecian nor Roman standard,
yet symmetrical, combining the dig-
nity of the one and the grace of the
other, with an eye that shot fire, es-
pecially when under the excitement of
earnest preaching, yet tender and tear-
ful when the pathetic chord was touch-
ed, with a forehead broad and high and
with a mouth and a chin expressive of
firmness and decision, Dr. Mason stood
before you, the prince of American pul-
pit orators." But, though John Mitchell
Mason Was all that, his father, Rev.
John Mason, was just as great. John
Mitchell Mason without doubt inherited
the pulpit genius of his father. But
as I read itistoty where I find one ;
Minister's son who became a great
minister I also find a dozen ministers'
80E18 who won their fame in other
walks of life than in the ministry. But
the ministerial talent is not necessarily
a transmittable talent. Agassiz, Hal-
lam, Cowper, Coleridge, Tennyson,
Lowell, Emerson, Matthew Arnold,
MacAulay, Theckeray, Sir Christopher
Wren, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sterne,
Hazint, Peter Stuyvesant, Samuel P.
Morse and hundreds of others of lesser
fame were all ministers' eons who won
their success In life outside of the min•
istry.
Holmes' Son Not a Poet.
In all probability, had Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes tried to make his son a
poet, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., would
have made out of life just as great a
failure as have some men who entered
the ministr3 merely because their fa-
thers were ministers. There are many
physicians' sons who have signs nailed
to their front doors whom God never
Intended to be physicians. These men
entered the medical profession not 1
cause they were adapted to th
bat because their fathers
tors, and they expected their fathers'
names and Influence to push them to
success. God meant these doctors' sons
to be merchants or soldiers or mechan-
ics or sailors. Young man, I care not
whose son you may be. find out what
God Intended you to be. It makes but
little difference what your father wants
you to be. What has God fitted you
to be? Do not be ii man made lawyer,
doctor, minister, merchant or mechan-
ic. lie a God made David with his
sling. Do not try to fight the battle of
life in your father's armor. Gather
your own air:munition down by the rip-
pling brook of God's inspiration.
But the errors with which young men
choose their Illie of work are no more
reprehensible than the means some of
us use after our professions and career
In life have been selected. We then
show no more common sense in our
choice of weapons with which we are
to accomplish that work than if the
explorer Robert Edwin Peary should
try to reach the north pole in a sail-
boat fashioned after the hull of the
.Santa Maria. the flagship of Christo-
pher Columbus, or to fight a modern
war with out of date weapons like
some of those antiques to be found in
the British museum.
It would be a mistake for ministers
to say: "We will not talk to the people
in a plain common sense way, as Christ
talked to his audience in parable. We
will not draw our illustrations from the
incidents of daily life and introduce
those fresh Illustrations into our prac-
tical sermons, as Christ did when he
talked about the thieves on the Jericho
road, or about the woman who lost a
part of her wedding dowry. But we
will gather our materials from past
ages and from the writers of old and
from the sills of the Jewish people and
not front the sins of the American peo-
ple, who live at our very door." There
are Any doing this. The result is there
are hundreds of preachers who do not
wield any modern "slings." They do
not preach as Christ would have them
preach. They are ready to talk about
the lily of the valley and the rose of
Sharon and the grapes of Eschol, but
they are not willing to utter a philippic
against commercial sins in our OW11
day, against the groceryman who has
false weights for his pound of sugar
and tea as well as against the wealthy
millionaire who is living a double life,
and is breaking the marital vows which
be once made to the young girl when
the twain at the marriage altar become
one.
David Might Have Felled.
What we say about church work we
say about every other kind of work.
Young man, do not, do a thing as a law-
yer or doctor or merchant merely be-
cause other lawyers or doctors or mer-
chants have been accustomed in the
past to do that thing and in that way.
It was the novelty of onslaught which
David used that was able to overthrow
the mighty Philistine. If you are going
to make a success in life you must
have independent ways of doing your
work. You must get out of the ruts.
Do not use sword to fight your
Goliath merely because all other sol-
diers are using swords to fight their
Gollaths. Develop your marksmanship
by swinging your natural slings. Da-
vid fighting his battles in an original
way was a conqueror; David using
Saul's armor would have been a fail-
ure.
There is another caution to the young
man who is going out to fight the bat-
tles of life. Ile must be ir.areful about
the quality and temper of his weapons.
If we should discard the obsolete weap-
ons with which our ancestors fought
their battles, how much more should
all of us refuse to go forth to battle
in life with the glittering blades of sin
in our hands 'which again and again
have proved impotent when the heat
of the struggle is on. We have often
read of the duels in chivalric times. In
those mortal combats the trueness of
blades decided whether the combatants
should live or die. We have read that
when come combatants were just at
the critical stage of the duel a blade
had snapped. Then there was a lunge
with a sword, and the man who once
held the false blade jn his hand drop-
ped at the feet of his adversary a blood
soaked corpse. When we take the
blades of sin we have false weapons in
our hands, in the heat of life's battles
these blades of sin will fall us every
time.
The Sword of Sin.
Perhaps David was tempted to use
Saul's sword, as some of us are tempt-
ed at times to go forth to fight the bat-
tles of life with the weapons of sin in
our hands. Methinks I can see the
shepherd boy take the jeweled blade
from the hands of the,king's armorer.
His face flushes with pleasure, his eye
flashes, he runs his thumb along the
keen edge of the blade, and he looks at
the jeweled hilt. "What," says he—"Is:
the king going to-let me have his own
sword?" But then David pushes it
aside and Says,' "Better a sling than
this cumbersome blade." So Satan
places the sword of sin in our hands.
We look at it. It seems to be a jew-
eled blade. We say to ourselves: "It is
only the sword of just one lie. It is
only the sword of just one theft or
one deceit or one sin." We know we
can win victory with one blow from
that sword. Then we cannot bear to
lay it aside. But today let us push
away that sword of sin at once. It
will break in our hands as sure as we
live, and it will leave us at the mercy
of our foes.
"Well," says some one, "you have
been telling us what kind of weapons
not to use. Now tell us the kind we can
go forth to fight God's battles with.
How do we know with what David's
sling we are to fight? How did David
know? What was his best sling?" Well,
my friends, I 81:11 not here to tell your
particular sling, Inn I ain here to tell
you how von ean find out about that
• the sling which you
ttle of life Is the one
'he easiest.
efer..
I simple way: NIlen you were a little
Let me tilustrate my thought in a 
S' 
I
I child the first intellectual passion your
I parents recognized in you was yourlave for music. If some one sat down
I to piny at the piano and you were cry-
lug you immediately ceased to cry. As
soon as you were able you climbed up-
on the music stool and began to pick
! out the different notes with your chub-
by fingers. For hours and hours you
i can sit and listen to music. People say
I you are a born musician. If I were you
II would develop that talent for Christ.
I I would go and sing and play in everysickroom I could enter. I would go to
hospital and mission hell and church
choir loft. To sing and to play is for
you to wield a David's sling. Develop
that talent, brother. Develop it for
Christ.
What is your talent for Christ? Well,
I think hi your case it is a power over
little children. When you tell them
stories they will Retell. You weave
the same strong spell about them that
Eugene Field wove. If I were you I
would not spend most of my time
learning how to sew. When you pick
up a needle all your ffngers are thumbs.
Develop your God given power to bring
children to Christ. That, 0 man, 0
woman, is your God given sling.
Develop Your Talent.
What is your talent for Christ? You
think you have not any? You say: "I
cannot write or sing or play or preach
or make money. I am useless. I have
not even one talent, let alone ten."
Oh, yes, you have; you have a very
great talent. But you can develop that
talent even more than you can imagine.
Your talent, as far as I can make out,
is to live in the background of life and
encourage other people to db their
work.. It is very easy for you to say
pleasant things. Keep On saylbg them.
Keep ou 3-our inspiring mission. Let
the elder in the prayer meeting know
bow much his prayer has comforted
you. Let youninTster know how
much his sermons help you. The tired
mother wants you to tell her how fine-
ly her boys and girls are doing. The
clerks went you to encourage them in
their work. God knows how much
you are needed everywhere, just to
keep on speaking words of good cheer.
I would encourage every man, wom-
an and child to develop for Christ the
one especial God given talent which
has been bestowed on each one of us
to work in God's service. If It is to
preach, then let us preach. If It la
to teach, then let ns teach. If it is to
pray. then let es pray by the sick beds.
If it is to give money In his name, then
let us give of our wealth. The great
trouble with this world is that most of
us are afraid to do our best in the time
God has given us to do our work. We
are afraid to use our slings lest David's
brothers might laugh at us and ridi-
cule us. Be yourself, 0 man. Be
your plain, natural self. Be it in the
pulpit, on the street, in the church
pew. Be it everywhere and God will
bless your work for Christ. Be your-
self, 0 woman. Be your own sweet
self. Be it in the kitchen, in tile par-
lor. Be it with your Sunday school
class. Be it everywhere. God will
bless you when you use your sling of
one talent. But remember that before
man as well as before God you will be
useless if you, like David, are trying to
fight the great battle of life in Saul's
armor.








Robert Oates, a highly respected
and influeiitial citizen, died Satur-
day afternoon at his home seven
tulles north of the city on the Green-
ville road, of 13right's disease. He
was about seventy-tLree years of
age and was a devout member of the
Baptist church. Interment took
place in Hopewell cemetery in this
city at two o'clock this afternoon.
James Littlefield died yesterday at
the home of his son, Dock Littlefield,
at Campbell's cave, of paralysis,
which had made him an invalid for
the past three years. He wa's eeven-
ty-four years of age and a useful and
Widely esteemed citizen. Interment
took place this afternoon at 2 o'clock
in the Boyd burying ground east of
the city. A widow, four sons and
three daughters survive him.
The fourteen months old child of
Mr. and Mrs. Rt..bt. Fuller died at
their home on North Main street last
of croup. Funeral services will be
oonducted by Rev. J. D. Wyatt at
the home tomorrow morning at ten
o'clock. Interment in Hopewell
cemetery.
Louise, the nine-yaar-old daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Jenkins, Ma11lie1.s41 41' Until further notice Idied at their home on Durrett ave-
nue this morning of rheumatism of be found at F A Yost dc Co.. South Main Street
the heart from which she had been 
ill for several days. Funeral arrange. lit 0 bt•lireCOW






The Hound of the Baskervilla Doyle
The Crisis Churchill
The Pride of Jenico Castle
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Doyle
usitie )ibbon
(laden Seeds
USED IN YOUR GAR • EN THIS YEAR MEAN
BETTER QUALITIES AND LARGER RETURNS.
AWARDED GOLD MEDAL ST. LOUIS, 1904.
Endoned by the hest Gardeners as the ;highest qualities obtainable. Said for ourSEED BOOK Fok Nos. Mailed free. t's most valuable for information costeraingSeeds arid Crops comprising Vegetable • Grass and Clover Seeds, Alfalfa. ham.Seed Oats, Seed Corn, Forage Crops. and all Seeds for the Garden sod Farm.
WOOD, STUBBS Mt CO., Seeds/Pen,




The Abernathy Company, Props.
Sell Tobacco in hogshead or Loose.
Prompt Personal Attention to all Businese.s.-
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON PRIZED TOBACCO
IN stoRe.
TO BE OF VALUE 'MUST BE USEFUL.
A business education can be used every day and is therefore the
ri best education obtainable. Hundreds of graduates in permanent
positions owe their success to a cotirse in
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE. *44 —
We teach thoroughly and practically Beok-keeping, Penmanship, Blaine*
Arithmetic, Spelling, Commercial Daw, Correspondence, Banking, Shorthhafi,
Typewriting, anti Actual Business ptacitice. Large Patronage—Cheap Board -
Reasonable Tuition. Write for cata,ogue. Atklress
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
EVANSVILLE. IND. oe NOPKINSVILLE. Ky.
For 20 Years Has reritirtliorm smears.
Mi=i1aXi 3311r 4111.24 7:AMS. cIA.Gir
id JAM F. BALLARD, St.
E. B. LONG, W. T. TANDY, J43 A YOUNG,
Pres. Cashier. Asst Cashier
The CITY BAN
Capital  1 $60,000.00i_
Surplus and Undividd Proilts• • -$70,000.00i'
The surplus of this 12snlii is larger than that of all ot
Banks in Christian county combined and in proportion to Caplial rag
among the first in the State of Kentueky. Every dollar of this surplus
been earned, indicating the &mamas aid strength of this institution.
Hook Lovers' Chin
For a Few Days!
Copyrights that Have been Selling for $1.
NOW 75c
COME QUICK SEE THE WINDOW
The Climax Pidgin
The Mississippi Bubble Hough
Hearts Courageous Rives
Castle Cranevcrow McCutchen
Quincy Adam Sawyer Pidgin
Resurrection  Tolstoy
Miss Petticoats Tilton
The Damnation of Theron Ware.. „Freleric
Tristrain of Blent Hope
Man of Millions Knightley
Janice Meredith Ford
Red Rook Page
Graustark  , McCutcheon
Bleenerhassett.  . Pidgin
In the Palace of the King Crawford !
Checkers Blossom
The Conqueror  Atherton
The Right of Way .. Parker
Dorothy Vernon Major
If I Were King  McCarthy
The Maid of Maiden Lane Barr
The Master Christian.  Correlli
When Knighthood Was in
The Puppet Crown 
Under the Rose
The Gadfiy  
The Virginian 
Hopper & Kitche










These cold days call for •
the warmest garments possi- •
isle and in this respect noth- •
ing is better than a Frost, •
King or Queen Chamois •
Vest, flannel lined. These •
vests come in all sizes and
protect all the important or- di
gans and are worn under the
regular garments.
They prptect the body from •
all !ridden changer of the
weather by retaining the
heat of the hody and shut- •
tint( out the cold air. 'I hey •
tarnish absolute. protection •
from the cold without being •
wirward and bunglesome. •
also have a complete •
line of chess protectors.
Prices range from
•25c, 50c, 75c, •
$1, $1.50,'$2
and $3.
Try one of them
our say-so.
Keep Warm
Atyer's r OP TO THE FARMERS
Falling hair means weak hair.
,Then strengthen your hair;
feed it with the only hair food,
Ayer's Hair Vigor. It checks
falling hair, makes the hair
air Vigor
grow, completely cures dan-
druff. And it always restores
colbr to gray hair, all the rich,
dark color of early life.
"Illy hair wasf,,llloR oat badly and I was
"amid I would 1040 it all. Then I tried Ayer''
Bair Vigor. It quickly stopped the falling endmade my hair MI I could wish it to be."
REASCCA E. au-sx. Elizabeth, N..1.
.••  kettle. .1.0. •Yge co.,
i uSgs f Lowell, Muss. or
Palling Hair
Watch Is Found.
The missing watch of Sargent 01-
TeY, amigar maker of Hopkinsville,
Ky., which was lost in Pakucah ou
January 3, has been found throturh
the good work of Detectives Moore
asd Raker and Patrolmen Terrell and
Crow-Paducah Register.
A New Boy.
Bern to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Tap






Now In a Position to Dictate
To the Tobacco
Trust.
In his speech Monday afternoon
before the meeting of the Christian
county farmers in the interest ef the
Dark Tobacco Growers association,
M. C. Forbes. of this city, played the
blame for th.s low prices which have
ruled heretofore on tobacco at the
door of the farmers themselves. He
stated that the farmer was the one in
position to know when tobacco was
selling below the cost of production
and it was their fault if they persist-
ed in raising it when this state of af-
fairs existed. He then went on to say
that the farmers wero eow ill a posi-
tion to dictate to the trusts what
prices up to a reasonable amount
should be paid them for their tobac-
co and if they would only join the oi-
ganization and stand by their obli-
gations that there was no doubt but
that they would surely accomplish
their object. He also expressed him-
self as being heartily in sympathy
with the movetnent.
Following Mr. Forbes, Charles E.
Barker explained the proposed ac-
reage for the new. crop. Several
p!aus are now before the executive
committee in this regard but the one
which seems most likely to be ac-
cepted is that of putting in seven and
a half acres for the first fifty acres of
land and a regularly decreasing
amount for all over that amount.
C. M. Meacham then addressed the
farmers urging them to join the or-
ganizati.m. He showed them that
the press, business men, banks and
everything except tne trusts were
supporting the movement and it was
only a question with the farmers
themselves whether the movement
was made a go or not.
Following Mr. Meacham, Frank
Rives addressed a few remarks to
the meeting along the same lines.
After other speakers were heard, a
number of new pledges of tobacco
fer the association were secured.
NotesAboutPeoplt
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
James 0. Cook has returned from
Washington, I). C.
Mom Bettie Crehshaw has return-
ed from a visit to friends in Farling-
ton.
George V. Green has returned to
Frankfort after a visit to his family.
Mrs. Otho H. Anderson is in
0 ganfield visiting her parents.





from a business trip to New Orleans
and Houston, Texas.
Mr. James West bits returned front
Nebo, Ks .
C. T. Trisoh, art, of the Prudent ial
Itosurence Cempaiss, ot A leerier', is
in the city natethig old friends Sir.Fruetteart forniorly lived here. his
headq miters eew are at Louisville.
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- Coughs
and Colds
ured at small expense
if you use Dr. Pierce's
Balm of Gilead Cough
Syrup or Hopson's Cold
Tablets.
Both guaranteed.






1 Refuting notices In this colunin,tire50a Uric, six words to a line, eachInsertion.
Help Wanted Ads Free
Du you want a cook, a nurse, washwoman, errand boy,clerk, book keep-er or a pooltion of any kind? The NewEra will insert free of charge to sub-scribers only help wanted or positionwanted advertisements not exceed-ing 24 words. Send or phone them.
444-+444-.44444444++4 44+444+
FOR SALE-Tobacco screws, Lewis
Starling, Phones: Cram, 318; Home
1168. d&wtf
FOR SALE-Six steel tobacco
einem s at $12.50 each.
drewtf Metcalfe & McGrew.
eivs
LIVED TO BE NINETY.
(Special to New Era)
CADIZ, Ky., Jan. 23.-Mrs. Bettie
Steins Cunniughern, a daughter of
the Revolution, died here, in her
ninetieth year, of old age. Her
father, Thomas Sivills, was in :the
battle of New Orleans.
John H. Husk, a fanner living









Your einnnottee r,ppointed to draft
appropriate resoluti 'its in memotry
of Si •ter Neitey P. Stevenson', Sub-
mit the following:
Whereas:-Ots Sunday ne,rning•
Deeember 18th, 1904, the spirit of
Sister Stevenson, the last charter
member of the Hopkinsviile Cum-
berland Presbyterian church, winged
its say home to glory, there forever
to be with her blessed Savior; and
Whereas:-She was a friend to the
friendlees, a comforter to the com-
fortless, and a helper to the helpless;
for truly can it be said of her in this
respect, as it was of her Saviour, she
"went about doing doing good," and
Whereas:-She truly loved her
church, and served it faithfully in
most all its departments, for there
was nothing too hard, or small, or
great to be done by her willing
hands; well may it las said of hrr, as
David of old exclaimed, "Iliad rath-
er be a door-keeper in the house of
my God, than to dwell in the tents
of wickedness." Truly could she,
and often did sing,
"I love thy kingdom Lord;
The house of Thine abode;
The church our blest Redeemer
saved
With His own precious blood.
"For her my tears shall fall,
For her my prayers ascend;
To her my cares and toils be given
Till toils and cares shall end."
And Whereas: -Because cf het long
and useful life c,f sacrifice aril devo•
tion, therefore, be it resolved:
1. That we humbly and submis-
sively bow to God's will, and amidst
our tears of sorrow, we mingle those
of joy and thanksgiving to God for.
the life she lived and the good she
did.
2. That we, hereby, express and
extend our sympathy to the sorrow-
ing loved ones, who weep not as
those having no hope; and pray that
her mantle of service may fall upon
her children and grand children.
S. That a copy of these resolutions
be furnished each member of the
family, and spread upon the minutes
of our session book.
Respectfully,
J. L. Wyatt,









OF REUNION OF CONFED-
ERATE VETERANS
WIII Be Meld In Louisville
On June 14, 15.
And 16.
Oen. William E. Mickle, adjutant
general and chief of staff, giv.s offi-
cial notice that the next reunion of
the United Confederate veterans will
be held in the city of Louisville on
June 14, 16, and 18. He adds that the
good people of that city promise that
this shall be such a perfect meeting
that norms heretofore held or hereaf-
ter can be even earned with it.
Sued By Asylum.
A copy of deeds from Louis Robioa
and Mary Kramer were tiled in the
suit tiaturday of the western luna-
tic asylum of Hopkinsville against
Mary Leonard. Mary Krames was
confined at the asylum and left prop-
erty in her estate. The asylum now
sues for money claimed due for caring
for her. The asylum bases its claim
upon the fact that wherever anyone
has property, charges are made fot
their detention at the building.-Pa-
ducah Register.
FOR SALE.
One of the.most complete and de-
sirable suburban residences near the
city, just outeide the city limits.
Fine, large two-story brick housewith ten rooms besides bathrooms,closets and kitchen, elegant roomyveranda, both front and back, housepiped and fully supplied with hotand cold water from an inexhausti-ble supply of pure, clear water froman artesian well over 100 feet deep;Good stables and all other outhousesthat could be needed on a largeplace, tvrenty-thrse and one-halfacres of beautiful grounds; every-thing in the very best order and re-
pair.
This property can be bought for
less than the improvements would
cost. For particulars see
wtf WIN FREE & KNIGHT
To Orphans' Home.
On motion of the family with which
she had been living, Judith Nance
an eight-years-old orphan, was yes-
terday sent to the Widows'e and Or-
phans' Heine of the Christian Church,
which is located at Louisville.
A WilOPEN.
Many a Hopkinsville Reader
Knows It Well.
There Is a way open to convince
the greatest skeptic. Scores of Hop-
k insville people have made It possi-
ble. The public statement of their
experience is proof the like of which
has never been produced before in
Hopkineville. Read this case of it
given by a citizen: •
Mrs. W. H. Robb, wife of W. H.
ftobb, machinist, employed at
Forbes & CO's wagon works and re-
siding at 1029 High street, says: "I
hardly know for many months what
it was to be free from an achine back
and the irregular action of the kid-
neys caused me at the same time
other symptoms which were dietress-
Mg and often lines exasperating. I
read about Doan's Kidney Pills and
the symptornsreathich it was claimed
it would cure seemed so much like
mine that I had my husband get a
box for me at Thomas & Trahern'sAin't that a corn- mid Trahern's drug store. I found
"'-s, that they gave me almost immediatebination? Well we relief 'find continued take taking
them for goitre time. They did me
more good than all the kidney medi-
cine I had ever takeo put together
and the results of the treatment jus-
tify me in subscribing my name to a
hearty apdor'isinent of the pills:"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Remember 
 States.e  
em the name Doan's and
take no other.
Son Is Born.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan M. Wallis are
In receipt of a telegram from l'Syn-
cote, near Philadelphia, announcing







Good qualiy Tapestql Brussels 60c yd
Best Tapestry BruOels - = - 75c yd
Very finest Tapestry Brussels 80c yd




These are NOT AUCTIO
but bought first hand dire
to look at this fine line of





. You will do well
arpets. I have been




Is worth what yo pay for it
it is always good. 0R Li ER IT NOW.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
..Worthy of Tasting.. 
4PThe Noteid•
Ed Taylor *hiskeY
Bottled in Bond. Right from the Distillery.
For Sale By
....M. L. WARD 1 & CO....
Op. T. L. Smith's Stable,
Corner 8th and Virginia Sts
158,725 Cigars
Of my brand sold in Hopliinsville, Ky., dur-
ing 1904. Chief Seller,
FIVE CENT CIGAR
The leader for 10 years.
What better proof of True Merit.




Buck's II at' Blast
Bought Yours Vet?
We want to place one in every home i4 this vicinity becausewe know it would be a good thing for us to 4o. We know that eachone we do place will more than satisfy-will please and will makeyou our friend. BUCK'S HOT BLAST is Suitt on scientific prin-ciples-does not permit the 38 per cent of gall and smoke in soft coalto escape up the chimney, aut burns it up-terns it into fuel.
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1 The Hind You Have Always Bou
ght, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has bor
ne the signature of
and has been made under 
his per-
sonal supervision since its inf
ancy.
• Allow no one to deceive
 you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
 "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with a





Caatoria is a harmless substi
tute for Castor Oil, Pare-
goric, Drops and Soothing 
Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
Contains neither Opium, Morp
hine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its gua
rantee. It destroys Worm§
and allays Feverishness. It c
ures Diarrlicea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething T
roubles, cures Constipatio
n
and Flatulency. It assimilates 
the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving 
healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea-The 
Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTO R IA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
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S. S. ?raw. Compaay
(TO BE CONTINUED)
CHAPTER VI.
N spite of his best efforts at s
elf
control Wilbur felt a slow, cold
clutch at his heart. Tula sicken-
ing, uncanny lifting of the whoon
-
er out of the glassy water at 
a time
when there N‘ as not iii ugh Willi
! to NO
mud) as wrinkle the surface sen
t a
creep of something very like 
horror
through all his flesh.
Again he peered over the side d
own
into the kelp thickened sea. Not
hing-
cot a breath of air was stirring
. The
gray light that flooded down fr
om the
stars showed not a break upon the
 sur-
face of Magdalena bay. On shor
e noth-
ing moved.
"Quiet there, forward:" called Moran
to the shrill voiced coolies.
The succeeding stillness was pro-
found. All on board listened inte
ntly.
The water dripped like the tickin
g of
a clock from the Bertha Millner's 
stern,
which with the rising of the bow ha
d
sunk almost to the rail. There wa
s no
other sound.
"Stranger' muttered Moran, her bro
ws
contracting.
Charlie broke the silence with a wall.
"No likee, no likee!" he cried at top
voice.
The man had gone suddenly gre
en.
Wilbur could see the shine of his e
yes,
distended like those of a harassed 
yet.
As he, Moran and Wilbur stood
 in the
schooner's waist, staring at each o
ther,
the smell of punk came to their 
nos-
trils. Forward the coolies were alrea
dy
burning joss sticks on the fo'c's
"e
head, kotowing their foreheads
 to the
deck_
Moran went forward and kicked
them to their feet and hurled their jo
ss
sticks into the sea. •
"Feng sloe! Feng shul!" they ex-
claimed with bated breaths. "Th
e
Feng shul no likee we."
Low in the east the horizon began
to blacken against the sky.
 It WAS
early morning. A watch was set,
 the
Chinamen sent below, and unti
l day-
break, when Charlie began to mak
e a
clattering of tins in the galley a
s Lie
set about preparing breakfast, Wi
lbur
paced the rounds of the schooner, l
ook-
ing, listening and waiting again
 r
that slow, horrifying lift. But the 
rest
of the night was without incident
.
After breekfast the strangely assort
ed trio-Charlie, Moran and Wilbur
-
held another conference in the cabi
n.
It was decided to move the sc
hooner
to the other side of the bay.
"Feng shut in dime place. No li
kee
we," announced Charlie.
"Feng stud-who are they?"
Charlie promptly became incoherent
on this subject, and Moran and 
Wil-
ton could only guess that the F
eng
shill were the tutelary dieties that
 pre-
sided over that portion of elag
dalehit
bay. At any rate, there were evi
dently
no more shark to be caught in 
that
fishing ar017.11d.. So sail was
 made, aed
by noon tit.) Bertha Mlllner tied up 
to
the kelp on the opposite side of th
e




me -nsnug '1Vt IvrsTrartrirr11TI'IM VC-
fore. Certain of these shark were h
aul-
ed aboard, stunned by a blow 
on the
nose and their tins cut off. The Ch
ina-
men packed these fins away in sep
a-
rate kegs. Eventually they wou
ld be
sent to China.
Two or three days passed. T
he
hands kept steadily at their 
work.
Nothing more occurred to distu
rb the
monotony of the scorching day
s and
soundless nights. The schooner
 sat as
easily on the unbroken water as tho
ugh
built to the bottom. Soon the n
ight
watch was discontinued. During t
hese
days the three officers lived high. 
Tur-
tle were plentiful, and what wit
h their
steaks and soups, the fried abalo
nes,
the sea 11,1;, -the really delicious sh
ark
fine and the quail that Charli
e and
Wilbur trapped along the shore,
 the
trio had nothing to wish for in
 the
way of table luxuries.
The shore was absolutely desert
ed
as well as the back country-a
u un-
broken wilderness of sand and s
age.
Half a down times Wilbur, weary
ing
of his Mai lion aboard the 
schooner,
made the entire circuit of th
e bay
from point to point. Standing 
on one
of the latter projections and l
ooking
out to the west, the Pacific ap
peared
as empty of life as the land. N
ever a
keel cut :Lose waters, never a 
sail
broke the edge of the horizon, n
ever a
feather of : _uoke spotted the sky wh
ere
it whitened to meet the sea. Ever
y
thing was empty-vast, unspeakabl
y
desolate-palpitating with heat.
Another week passed. Charlie b
e-
gan to cot lain that the shark
s were
growing scarce again.
"I think himeby him go way
, once
a mo'."
That same night Wilbur, lying 
In
his hammock, was awakened by 
a
touch on his arm. He woke to se
e
Moran beside him on the deck.
"Did you hear anything?" she said in
a low veto, looking at him under Ler
scowl.
"No, no!" be exclaimed, getting
reaching for his wicker sandals. "Di
d
you?"
"I thought so- something. Did you
feel anything?"
"I've been asleep; I haven't noticed
anything. Is It beginning again?"
"The schooner lifted again just now,
very gently I happened to be awake
or I wouldn't have noticed it." They
were talkieg in low voices, as is the
custom of people speaking in the dark.
"There, v.-hat's that?" exclaimed Wil-
bur under his brkath. A gentle
vibration, barely perceptible, thrill
ed
through the schooner. Under his hand
that Was c,asped upon the rail Wilbur
could feel a faint trembling in her
frame. It stopped, began again and
died slowly away.
"Well, wl at the deuce is it?" he mut-
tered impatiently, trying to master t
he
returning creep of dread.
Moran shook her head, biting he
Up.
"It's beyond me," she said. 
frown
ing. "Can you see unytlln
TTli
sky, sea and land were
 unbrok
reaches of solitude. There Was
 no
breath of wind.
"Listen," said Moran. Far off 
tc
landward came the faint, sleepy cl
uck-
ing of a quail and the stridulating of
 un
numbered crickets. A long ripple 
lick
ed the slope of the beach and sli
d buck
into the ocean. Wilbur shook hi
s head.




Once more a proloneed but 
faint
quivering ran through the Bertha 
Mile
uer from stem to stern and fro
m keel
to masthead. There was a bare
ly au-
dible creaking of joints and 
panels.
The oil in the deck tubs trembled. 
The
vibration was so fine and rapid th
at it
tickled the soles of Wilbur's fee
t as he
stood on the deck.
"I'd give two fingers to kn
ow what
it all means." murmured Mo
ran in a
low voice. "I've been to sea fo
r"-
Then suddenly she , cried 
aloud:
"Steady, all! She's lifting again
!"
The schooner heaved slowly u
nder
them, this time by the stern. l
ip she
went, up and up, while Wilbur g
ripped
at a stay to keep his place and t
ried to
choke down his heart, that seeme
d to
beat againet his palate.
"Heavens!" ejaculated Moran,
 her
eyes blazing. "This thing is"
- The
Bertha came suddenly down to
 an
easy keel, rocking in that g
ime sea
is if in a tide rip. The deck was 
awash
with oil. Far out in the bay 
the rip-
ples widening from the schoone
r blur-
red the reflections .of the st
ars. The
Chinamen swarmed up the h
atchway,
voluble and shrill. Again the 
Bertha
Milner lifted and sunk, the t
ubs slid-
ing on the deck, the masts 
quivering
like reeds, the timbers groaning
 aloud
with the strain. In the stern 
some-
thing cracked and smashed. 
Then the
trouble died away, the ripples
 faded
Into the ocean and the schoon
er set-
tled to her keel, quite motionle
ss.
"Look," said Moran, her face 
toward
the iterthtee stern. "The rudd
er is out
of the gudgeons." It was 
true--the
Bertha Miliner's helm was un
shipped.
There was no more sleep for 
any one
on board that night. Wilbur 
tramped
the quarter deck, sick with 
a feeling
he dared not put a name to. 
Moran
sat by the wrecked rudder hea
d, a use-
less pistol in her hand, sweari
ng under
her breath from time to time. 
Charlie
appeared on the quarter deck a
t inter-
vals, booked at Wilbur and Moran 
with
wide open eyes, and then took h
imself
away. On the forward deck the
 coolies
pasted strips of red paper in
scribed
with mottoes upon the mast and 
filled
the air with the reek of the
ir joss
sticks.
"If one could only see what it 
was,"
growled Moran between her clin
ched
teeth. "But this-this heavin
g and
trembling, it-it's queer."
"That's it, that's it," said Wilb
ur
quickly, facing her. "What are we g
o-
ing to do, Moran?"
"Stick it out!" she exclaimed, str
ik-
ing her knee with her fist "We can
't
leave the echooner-I won't leave
 her.
I'll stay by this dough dish as lon
g as
two planks in her hold together. W
ere
you thinking of cutting away?" S
he
fixed him with her frown.
Wilbur looked at her, sitting erect
by the disauled rudder, her head bare,
her braids of yellow hair hanging ov
er
her breast, sitting there in man
's
clothes and man's boots, the pistol 
at
her side. He shook his head.
"I'm not leaving the Bertha till you
do," he answered, adding, "I'll stand
by you, mate, until we"-
"Feel that?" said Moran, holding up
a hand.
A fine, quivering tremble was thrill-
ing through every beam of the schoon-
er, vibrating each rope like a harp
ening- It Passed away, bu
t before ei-
ther Wilbur or Moran could commen
t
upon it recommenced, this time much
more perceptibly. Charlie dashed aft,
his cue flying.
"W'at makum heap shake?" 
he
shouted. "W'at for him shake? N
o
savvy, no likee, pretty much heap f
laid.
aie-yah!"
Slowly the schooner heaved up as
though upon the crest of some huge
-wave, slowly It settled and again
gradually lifted, till Wilbur had to
catch at the rail to steady his footin
g.
, The quivering sensation increased s
o
that their very teeth chattered with it.
Below lu the cabin they could hear
small objects falling from the shelv
es
and table. Then, with a sudden drop.
; the Bertha fell back to her keel agile,'
the spinet.. spouting from her scup-
f ifers, the masts rocking, the water
churning and splashing from her sides.
And that was all. There was
sound-nothing was in sight. The
re
the.tis I tot tniley 
stheheoofnriegrhatnednetdhattrelmcabIgnnsgloowf
heave and lift
Morning came, and breakfast was
had in silence and grim perplexity
. It
was too late to think of getting awa
y
new that.the rudder was disabled. The
Bertha Millner must bide where she
I was.
i "And a little more of this dancin
g,"
, exclaimed Moran, "and 'we'll have 
the
planks springing off the sternpoet."
Charlie nodded solemnly. He said
nothing-his gravity had returne
d.
Now in the glare of the tropical da
y,
with the Bertha Millner sifting the s
ea
as placidly as a brooding gull, he wa
s
Talleyrand again.
"I tinkum yes," be said vaguely.
"Wen, I think we had better try and
fix the rudder and put back to Frisco
,"
said Moran. "You're making no mone
y
this way. There are no shark to h
e
caught. Something's wrong. The
y're
gone away somewhere. The crew a
re
eating their heads off and not earni
ng
enough money to pay for their kee
p.
What do you think?"
"I tinkum yas."




"That's settled then," persisted .No
tturnris.' •- ready acqufee-
• tomorrow?"
"'Pomona," he said.
The rudder was not so bhdly dam-
aged as they. bad at first sup
posed.
The break was easily mended, but 
it
was found necessary for one of 
the
men to go over the side.
"Get over the side here, Jim," 
corn-
nianded Moran. "Charlie. tell 
him
what's wanted. We can't work 
the
pintle in from the deck."
But Charlie shook his head.
"Him no likee go; him plenty mu
ch
Moran ripped out an oath.
"What do I care if he's afraid! I
want him to shove the pintle into th
e
lower gudgeon. What carrion!"
 she
exclaimed. "I'd sooner work a 
boat
with she monkeys. Mr. Wilbur, I sha
ll
have to ask you to go over. I tho
ught
I was captain here, but it all dep
ends
on whether these rats are afrai
d or
not."
"Plenty many stark," expostulat
ed
Charlie. "Him Said shark come b
ack,
catchum chop-chop."
"Stand by here with a couple of c
ut-
ting-in spades," cried Moran,
 "and
fend off if you see any share. No
w,
then, are you ready, mate?" '
Wilbur took his determination In
both hands, threw off his coat and sa
n-
dals and went over the stern rail.
"Put your ear to the water," called
Moran from above. "Sometimes .yr
ei
can hear their flukes."
It took but a minute to adjust th^
/Anne, and Wilbur regained the deck
again, dripping and a little pale. He
knew not what horrid form of death
might have been lurking for him dow
n
below there underneath the kelp. A
s
he started forward for dry clothes 
he
was surprised to observe that Moran
was smiling at him, holding out her
hand.
"That was well done." she said, "and
thank you. I've seen older sailor men
than you who wouldn't have taken the
risk." Never before had she appeared
more splendid in his eyes than at this
moment. After changing his clothes in
the fo'c'stle he sat for a long tim
e,
his chin in him hands, very thoughtful.
Then at length, as though voicing t
he
conclusion of his reflections, he said
aloud as he rose to his feet:
"But of course that is out of tile
question."
He remembered that they were going
home on the next day. Within a for
t-
night be would be in San Francisco
again, a taxpayer, a police protected
citizen once more. It had been goo
d
fun, after ell, this three weeks' life o
n
the Bertha Miliner, a strange episo
de
cut out from the normal circle of
 his
conventionr1 life. He ran over the i
n-
cidents of the cruise-Kitchell, the tu
r-
tle hunt, the finding of the dere
lict,
the dead captain, the squall and
 the
awful sight of the sinking bark, Mo
ran
at the wheel, the grew-some busine
ss
of the shark fishing, and, last of
 all,
that inexplicable lifting and quive
ring
of the schooner. He told himself 
that
now he would probably never k
now
the explanation of that mystery.
The day passed in preparations to
put to sea again. The deck tubs an
d
hogsheads were stowed below and t
he
tackle cleared away. By evening
 all
was ready; they would be under 
way
by daybreak the next morning. T
here
was a possibility of their being 
forced
to tow the schooner out by mean
s of
the dory, so light were the airs 
inside.
Once beyond the heads, however
, they
were sure of a breeze.
About 10 o'clock that night the s
ame
uncanny trembling ran throu
gh the
schooner again, and about half a
n hour
later she lifted gently once or 
twice.
But after that she was undistur
bed.
Later on in the night, or. rather,
 early
In the morning. Wilbur woke 
suddenly,
in his ham'-lock without know
ing why
and got up and stood listening
. The
Bertha Mi -ler was absolutely
 quiet.
The night -as hot and still. Th
e new
moon, canted over like a sinki
ng gal-
leon, was 'ow over the horizon.
 Wil-
bur listened intently, for now at
 last
he heard something.
Between the schooner and the 
shore
a gentle sound of splashing c
ame to
his ears and an occasional crack
 as of
oars in their locks. Was it pos
sible
"Put pour car to the water."
that a boat was there betwe
en the
schooner and the land? What
 boat,
and manned by whom?
The creaking of oarlocks and 
the dip
of paddles were unmistakable.
Suddenly Wilbur raised is voice in
a great shout:
"Boat ahoy!"
There was no answer. The noise
 of
oars grew fainter. Moran cam
e run-
ning out of her cabin, swinging 
into
her coat as she ran.
"What is it? What is it?"
"A boat, I think, right off the scho
on-
er here. Hark-there- did you hear t
he
oars?'
"You're right. Call the hands. Get
the dory over. We'll follow that boat
right up. Hello, forward there! Char-
lie, all hands, tumble out!"
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re for you. If nece-iary write Dr. n
ame&
as yours. All consul ations rms.- Don't become discourage
d. The • is a ea






Muncie, Ind., March 15, 1903.
"After having taken other so-
called cures without any relief I
commenced taking Dr. Fennees
Kidney and Backache Cure. I took
4 bottles and I am glad to pre-
claim I am a well man.
"No more aches or pains, no
fear of Bright's Disease or
Rheumatism, both of which have
troubled me for years, and I eta
give all the praise to Dr. Fenner.
Jas. P. Smith."
Sold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. 
Get Cog* Book and Treatise on
the Kidneys—FREE. M. M. Fenner, 
M. D., Fredonia, N. Y.
For Sale by R. C. Hardwich.
selves looking Into each oth
At once something-perhaps
silence of the schooner-told the
m there
was to be no answer. The tw
ward. Moran swung herself
,o'c'stle hatch and without
ladder dropped to the deck
an instant ,,ber voice came
hatch:
"The bunks are empty-the
liertndontai us!" She came u
ler again. ,
"Look," said Wilbur as sh
the deck. "The dory's gone
teken it. It was our only
can't get ashore." I
"Cowardly, superstitious! rats, 
I
should have expected this. They
 would
be chopped in bits before they wo
uld
stay longer on board this „mat-t
hey
and their Feng shut." .
When morning came thi 
on 
thedeserters
could be wade out cam 
shore, near to the beached d ry. Wha
t
their intentions were could ot be 
con-
jectured. Ridden with all sianne
r of
nameless oriental superstitiens, it 
was
evident that the Chinamefi prefe
rred
any hazard of fortune to remaini
ng
longer upon the schooner.
"Well, can we get ale g witho
ut
them?" said 'Wilbur. "C n we 
two
work the schooner back port our-
selves?"
"We'll try it on anyhow, ate," said
Moran. "We might get h r into 
San
Diego anyhow."
The Chin linen had lef plenty of
provision on board. and M ran cool:ell
breakfast. Fortunately, b ' 8 o'cloc
k
a very light westerly bree came u
p.
Moran and Wilbur cast off the gasket
s
and set the fore and main ils.
Wilbur was busy at t e forwar
d
bitts preparing to cast loo from
 the
kelp, and Moran had take up her
 po-
sition at the wheel when ddeuly
 she
exclaimed:
"Sail ho! And In God's name what
kind of a Psil do you calllt?"
In fact, a strange 
looku 
g craft had
just made her appearancei at the e
n-

















The Great Business; :Training
School of LoutSvIlle
offers the latest aind beat
methods, and the mirt com-
plete course of stud in
11,
p, Shorthand, Typewrit-
ing and other branches
;pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year,
students may enter at any time.
.t.EGANT CATALOGUE ,FRE
E
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
















The cough that holds on
in spite of all remedies needs
energetic and above all thor-
ough treatment. A mere
cough mixture won't do.




Because it stops the irrita-
tion, soothes the tissues and
heals the affected membranes.
When? Right away.
Scott's Emulsion begins to
help with the first dose.
Well send you a sample [raven regaset •
SCOTT & BOWN E. toe Pearl Street, New York
Easy Pill
the 
to take and easy to sat is
that famous little pill DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. This is due to
fact that they tonic the liver In-
stead of purging it. They never gripe
nor sicken, not even the most delicate
lady, and yet they are so certain In
results that no one who aSea them is
disappointed. They cure torpid liver,
constipation, biliousness, jaundice,
headache, malaria and ward off pneu-
monia and fevers.
ntIPAIND ONLY IT
Ito C. DeWITT A CO, CHICAGO
Don't Forgot ths Naos.
Early Risers




Removed to Hopper.building, oor-
nerfith mid Main Ste.
LONG & COOPER,
GENER AL INSURANCE.





With Waller & Rogers, Furniture
and Undertaking, Hopkinsville. Ky
Your patronage solicited. Calla
promptly answered day or night.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood (111 Son
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY
Pr Spool al attention tc cases in
bankruptcy.
L Yonta. Leslie Haydon
L. YONTS & CO.,
Insurance Real Estate,
ABSTRACTS AND LOANS.














all styles and widths, wcirth




including many match sets,
worth 20c to 30c, for
15c
Counter No. 4
Will contain a most elegant
lot of Embroideries—match
sets, in fine Nainsooks and




Will contain some of the
most exquisite goods ever
shown foridouble the money
worth 35 to 50c yard, for
25c
FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY!
J. H. ANDERSON & COMPAN
POPULAR COUPLES
MR. ARMISTEAD AND MISS
DAYANT.
Mr. Wood, of Pembroke,
Ind Miss Estes, of Rue-
selville Marry.
Mr. Victor Armistead, of this city,
ad Miss Louise Davant, of Mont-
ALL, were united in n.atri-
away Wednesday. The ceremony
IMO performed in the First Baptist
dartib of Montgomery. which had
hop attractively decorated for the
411111111ion. The officiating clergyman
11116 the Rev, Dr. Stalely, pastor of
Mks (Mural, and 0.1 service was
Imastif u I.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. F.
P. Davant, a prominent citizen of
• PiOntitou3ery, and is a lovely and ac-
complished young woman. She .1-
ready has many friends in Hopkins-
utile, whom she made by her charm
lag manners and winning personality
4nring her visit here two years alo
*ben abs warn the guest ihf,Miss Min.
nil Armistead., the brktiNtroont*s
Mater. Mr. Armistead is a Veil nf Dr
I. K. Armistead, and Is a popular
younorman of sterling worth. He
la connected with Hopper* Kiteli-
We book store. Mr. and Mrs. Arm
Woad have arrived in the city and
will make their home for the present
at Dr. and Mrs. Armistead's on South
n street.
EsTEs-w000.
(From Thursday's Daily )
Mr. Reuben Ross Wood and Miss
May Estes will be married in I'em-
broki tonight at eight o'clock. The
ceremony will be pronounced by
Rev. W. E. Mitche!I at the reel-
lance of Mr. Ben. J. Garnett, and
will be a very quiet affair, only the
immediate familiJe and closest
friends of the contracting parties bt
log invited. After the marriage the
couple will go to housekeeping in
Pembroke.
The bride-to-be is the daughter of
*r. and Mrs. D. B. Estee, of Russell-
ville. Kr. Estes bolding the office of
'Minty -eoperintendent for Logan
.@county. She Is a charming and MI-.
sated young lady and has been en-
gaged in teaching school at Pem-
• for some time.
prospective groom is popular
socially and is an influential busi-
ness man, being a member of the




















•(Special to New Era)
MADISON VILLE, Ky., Jan. 28.—
Fire in the business section of this
city destroyed a dwelling, six stores,
two blacksmith shops and a livery
stable at an early hour this morning.
The loss is between $15,000 and
$20,000, with $6,5J0 insurance.
The following property was burned:
belenging to W. A. Nes-
bit and occupied by a tenant; Mun-







•Friend's dry goods and notion store; 
Creektnur Bros.' meat shop; Nes-
bit's wallpaper house; Haynes &
Miller, second-hand furniture; J. G.
Foley'. buggies and carriages; Al-
len's dr. Morgan'a blacksmith hop;
Lee's blacksmith shop.









Crt.ekinur •Iicos.' meat shop, and is 41
supposed so have been of incendiaiy •
origin. Thh ii sines were first seen
by a policeman who gave an alarm
and the tire department and citizens
did good work but were unable to
prevent the spread of the flames.
Gardner & Holman's drug store
was robbed last night by burglars.
and it is generally believed that the
thieves set the meat stiors on fire.
BIC LOSS.
(Special to New Era)
MT. STERLING, Ky., Jan. 26.—
Fire consumed the business section
of this place today causing a loss of
1200 000.
Leave Kentucky.
Major H. B. Hersey, chief if the
weather bureau at Louisville, and
well-known in western Kentucky, is
to be transferred to New York, Feb-
ruary 1st, and will be succeeded by
Ferdinand J. Waltz, now of Chicago.
He will have Kentucky and Tennes-
see stations. Major Hersey has been







Will contain the balance of
our entire ,stock, worth 50c





 GREAT SPECIAL TEN DAYS'
BEGINS FRIDAY, JANUARY 27.
"Noah was the first so advertise, he advertised the flood and the flood came."
get yo,ui in the procession of our millinery bargain ranks. Once is customer you
will remain steadyfast ranKs.
NOTE CAREFULLY description and prices of the following ticles.
We propose to Keep hammering at you with our cut price advertisements until we
Twenty-five trimmed Dress Shapes, superior in
style and quality. One-Third original:price.
Special Bargains at 79 Cents.
Fifty Tailored and Ready-to-Wear
Hats. Values worth from 3.00 to 5.00
7
in this lot. They go at .
All Untrimmed Shapes, including 
49Velvet Hats CtS
Big lot Children's Hats, usual price
$2 and $1.50 25 CtS
Caps of all Description, 15 and 25c each
Veil Opportunity.
Correct in style ahd length, 25c and 35c
S200 Worth o Plumes
Two hundred dollars worth lof plumes and tips,
ranging in prices from $1.50 tO $8.00, at
ONE-THIRD ORIGINAL PRICES
We carry the biggest and best line of these goods
of any house in the city.
Fancy Feather and Ponpons 15c and 20c
Ribbon Bargains
Pat. 107 all Silk Tuffeta Rib ions, Nos. 40 and 60,
at 25c and 35c per yard.
Remnants and narrow ribbo lc and 20c per yd.
Pat. 108 Imported Satin Rib ion, in the fashionable
"Ombre Shading," Nos. 40 an 60, 30c and 40c yd.
Our big stock of Notions Cut Half in Two—all fresh and new.
SPOT CASH--Nothing on Approval or Exchange During This Sale.
Miss Sallie B. looser & Co.
Temple of Fashion.
Hopitinsville's Leading Millinery House. No.105 S. Malts Street.
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